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ABSTRACT 

CULTURAL INTEGRATION & RETENTION: 
THE DICHOTOMY of the AUNGARIAN %ers 

Anthony L. Kocsis 
University of Guelph, 1 996 

Advisor: 
Dr. Catharine Wilson 

This is an investigation of the almost 7,000 Hunga"an immigrants who settled in 

Toronto, in 1956-57, having escaped the Soviet defeat of their revoiutionary bid For 

&dom in Hungary. This group of Hungarian refugees contained proportionately more 

professionals and mernben of a higher social class than did most of Toronto's other 

immigrant groups. The Hungarians were quick to integrate and contribute where their 

economic survival was concemed; yet they retained their cultural heritage and pnde 

which they had fought to rnaintain since their first days as a European nation. 

Due to their large number, and their desire to retain their culture, those who 

anived in 1956-57 were crucial to the revival and continued suMval of Hungarian culture 

in Toronto. Hungarian-Canadian self-awareness and ethnic pride were given a rnuch 

needed boost. This was one of the most important contributions made by the Hungarian 

immigrants of 1956-57. 
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1 Introduction 

The some 7,000 Hungarians who immigrated to Toronto in the years 1956-57 

represented a seeming dichotomy: they were readily inteçrated into the city, and yet the 

culture that they brought with them, and refused to surrender, not only rejuvenated the 

small Hungarian-Canadian community that had already existed in Toronto, but also 

injected the city with a colourful, lively new presence. As a group, therefore, these 

Hungarians were easily and wiliingly integated into Canadian society, while 

simultaneously retaininç aspects of their Hunganan cultural heritage, which provided 

them a separate identity within their host society. 

The ease with which the Hungarians in question were acculturated can be 

attributed to a nurnber of factors. The Canadian govemment and the Canadian people. 

including Hungarians who had settled here previously, were very accommodating to the 

Hunganans. and generally made them feel welcome. There was geat sympathy for their 

situation as refugees, having escaped fiom their native land following the failed uprising 

against the Soviet rkgirnr, and an antiCommunist sentiment pervaded throughout 

Canadian society in general during those days of Cold War fears. The Hunganan 

immigrants, for their part, felt indebted to their new land, and appreciated the freedom 

that Canada's 1 iberal democracy provided. They were, therefore, not only wi 1 l ing, but 



ofien anxious to become contributing, active memben of Canadian society. At that time 

there was also a labour shortage in Canada, thus there were good jobs available for many 

of the immigrants. 

When considering the acculturation of the Hungarians, their history as a people 

c m o t  be ignored. The Hungarians, who began their lives in Europe as a fierce, proud 

race, have not enjoyed any lengthy penods of self-mle within the past 750 years. Having 

been tossed from the han& of one oppressive foreign ruler to another, many times over, 

the Hungarians leamed long ago how to integrate into a foreign society. With their 

arriva1 in Canada, they were no longer oppressed, but were nther offered a non- 

dictatorial society into which to integrate, an offer they gladly accepted. 

Though accu1 turated with ease, the Hungarians were not willing to abandon their 

past entirely. As theirs was a history of struggle to survive under foreign rule, the 

Magyars were not going to easily give up their cultural heritage with their flight to 

Canada. Throughout the previous centuries of subordination, the Hungarians had 

understandably deveioped feelings of pessimism, insecurity, and low sel f-esteem. The 

one thing they had to cling to was their fierce nationalism. The potential freedom of their 

new home, and the increasing size and importance of Toronto, provided the perfect 

venue in which the Hungarians could really express themselves as an ethnically diverse 

and vibrant people. 

The Canadian govemment, while instrumental in aiding the integration of the 

newcomers, was just as  important in allowing them to express their 'Hunganan-ness'. 

Rather than adopting the stncter immigration policies of the United States, the Canadian 



systern was decidedly less rigid, and immigration ministen were given discretionary 

leeway, so that they could allow virtually any immigrants into the country that they saw 

fit. Indeed as histonan Gerald Dirks noted: "Dunng no previous movement of refugees 

had so much discretionary power been given to the responsible minister [J.W. 

Pickersg 111 by his collragues, nor had the rnachinery for processing and transporting 

refugees ever been so promptly organized". ' The mostly highlycducated professional 

class of Hungarians. who had escaped to Canada in 1956-57, benefited from such 

discretionary control. And k ing  of the middle- to upper-classes, they brought with them 

a love of their native art, literature, music, and theatre, which they were determined to 

rekindie and maintain in their new home. 

A Hungarian priest, interviewed for a pre-1956 study of Hungarian immigration, 

likened the retention of culture to a chalk island. As the new immigrants spend more 

time in their new land, the waters of the new home slowly eat away at the island of 

cultural retention: '-the old countiy patterns are washed away by the sea of Canadian 

-1 

experiences? The present study will examine the rrosion of the Hungarian community 

of Toronto, and focus also on the traits which were able to withstand the tides, and why. 

The newly arrived Hungarians, for the most part, were willing to give up their language, 

intemany with non-Hungarians, and move out of the Hungarian cornrnunity, in an effort 

to become productive, economically cornfortable Canadian citizens. Yet they continue to 

read Hungarian novels, watch Hungarian films, listen to Hungarian music, and enjoy the 

- ---- 

Gerald E. Dirks, C1amh S Rrfijgee Policy (Montreal: McGill - Queen's University Press, 1977) 21 2. 
* John Kosa, Innid of C'hoice: 177t Hungariam ih Car& (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1957) 
93 -94. 



rich flavours of Hungarian cuisine. Retaining these and other like aspects of their culture 

did not, and does not, prevent the new Hungarians from becoming 'good' Canadians. 

As the '56ers began to move on and integrate with the rest of society, the 

Hungarian cultural presence in Toronto has aiso, over the past few yean, siowly 

dissipated. The wave of Hungarian immigrants who settled in Toronto following the 

events of October and Novrmber, 1956, had not only revitalized the already existing 

Hungarian community at that time, but had also. in the mincis of some non-Hungarian 

inhabitants of late 1950s Toronto, breathed life into what had been a culturally drab 

society. One such individual, living in Toronto at the tirne of the new influx of 

Hungarians in 1956-57, expressed how he and other non-Hungarians were grateful to the 

Hungarian immigrants for providing the city with new life and culture, in the forms of 

cafés, restaurants, butcher shops, bakeries, and other ethnic centres.' Regarding the 

Hunganan cornmunity itself, unless another wave of Hunganan immigrants amie in 

Canada in the near future, it seems likely that this unique Hungarian identity is in danger 

of disappearing, as it was threatening to do so before the Hungarian Revolution of 1956. 

The present study can be viewed in two sections, cach one being distinct. and yet 

each vital for the other. The first section, encompassing chapten two and three, contains 

an historical background of the Hunganan people, and their various waves of 

immigration to Canada, providing the reader with a glimpse of what it has meant, and 

still means, to be a Magyar. The second section, comprised of chapters four and five, 

follows the Hungarians fiom their escape to their final destination in Toronto. In this 

3 Interview with F.A., an ftdian immigrant. 



section, questions of acculturation and cultural retention are closely exarnined, as are the 

attitudes of the Hungarians and their new Canadian neighboun. 

A problem of definition anses in the process of such a study. What exactly does 

'culture' entail, and how is it, or is it at all, different fiom 'ethnicity'? This query is not 

unique to the present papa, nor is it the purpose of the author to attempt to solve the 

conundnim: the intricacies and del icacies of defining and di fferentiating between the 

hvo terms is beyond the scope and intent of the present study." For the purposes of this 

paper, culture encornpasses the unique music, dance, costume, theatre, opera, literature, 

cinema, art, sport, language, and culinay delights of Hungary; ethnicity is simply a 

shanng of this culture. 

Furthemore, the terms acculturation and integration have been utilized, rather 

than assimilation. The latter implies more of a total absorption of the immigrants into 

the prevailing culture, whereas the former imply only a modification of the newcomers' 

culture, and yet an equal and unrestricted association with the host society. By 

definition, acculturation takes place "when two groups 'corne into continuous fint-hand 

contact, with subsrquent changes in the original culture patterns of either or both 

groups?".' In a culturally pluralistic society such as Toronto's, individuals and groups in 

contact will influence each other, inducing some degree of change in each other's way of 

life and individual behaviour6 such was the case with the 1956-57 Hungarian 

' For a discussion on the diEdties of defining these rems. s e :  John Be- et al.. Mirf~icult~~ruflirm atid 
Efhtric A ttift~des i t ~  (Sanuda (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada. 1 977) 4 -5. 
' Redfield 1955: 149. cited in John W. Berry, -'Finding Identity: Separation, Integation. Assimilation, or 
marginality?", in Leo Driedger. Elhrric Cm&: Idrtiriries wrd Irteq~miitirs (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitrnan 
Ltd.. 1987) 223. 

Berry, "Finding ldentity . . .", in Driedger 223. 



immigrants, and the people and communities around them. There is one more question 

of definition which is relevant to this work. Initially, there kvas no difference beiween 

the meanings of 'Magyar' and 'Hungarian'. and so it is with the present paper; thus the 

two tems are used interchangeably. Finally 1 have not adhered to the Hungarian custom 

of presenting people family name tint given narne last, so as to avoid any potential 

confusion. 

One prirnary source which was utilized for the present study, and which proved as 

valuable as the persona1 interviews which I conducted, were the persona1 manuscripts 

and documents of several Hungarian Canadians living in Toronto, contained in the 

Multicultural History Society collection, at the Archives of Ontario. tncluded in these 

were newspapr clippings, pamphlets. photographs, and vanous personal records and 

correspondences, al1 of which helped shed more light on the Hungarian community of 

Toronto. 

To provide a quantitative component and çeneral context for this work, the 

Census of( 'unudu was referred to often. So too were the House of Commons Debu~r-s, 

which contain extensive sections relevant to Hungarian immigration. One secondary 

work which contains good quantitative analysis of Hungarian immigrants is KG.  

O'Bryads ,%n-Olflciuf Lunguages. O'Bryan's work is a cornparison of ten ethnic 

groups, of which the Hungarians were one, in which he emphasizes the desire for 

language retention, and, "to an extent, the relation between language and cultural 

retention".' O'Bryan found that the Hungarians were amongst those immigrants who, in 

7 K.G. O' Bryan et ai., Nort-OfJiciai Lurtguages - A Siu4 in CQnaJian Mrdticulttrralism (Ottawa: Minister 
of Supply and Senices Canada, 1977) 1 .  



the pst-Second World War years, moved to large urban centres, in particular Montreal 

and Toronto. Once in the cities, thev did not restrict themselves to concentrated 

communities of other Hungarians; they adjusted well and were easily integrated into 

Canadian society. Assimilation, however, did not readily follow integration, and for the 

Hungarians in particular, O'Bryan found that "the new immigration tended to reaffirm 

and strengthen a sense of ethnic identityW.' 

Sociologist John Berry produced an interesting work which compared a sense of 

identity amongst vatious goups, narnely natives, French Canadians, and Korean, 

Portuguese, and Hungarian immigrants, the latter of whom were mostly refugees of the 

1956 Revolution who now live in the Ottawa area. Berry found that, while the 

Hungarians maintained an '-affinity for, and appreciation of, things ~un~arian",' they 

were quite readily integrated into Canadian society. The study showed that very few 

Hungarians will read Hungarian-only newspapen and magazines, or will speak only 

ifungaian; they will, however, attend only Hungarian social events and organizahons 

and not Canadian ones, or else Canadian ones and not Hungarian, but almost never 

both."' Berry concluded that the integration of Hungarians was less an acceptance of 

Canadian society than a distancing from the Hungarian community. " This was the case 

in some of my interviews, but certainly not in al1 of them; the circurnstances of the 

journey to and arriva1 in Canada generally shaped the response to such a query. " 

~ h i d ,  1 I 
Berry. .'Finding Identity . . ". in Driedger 236. 

10 Bujaki 1985, cited in Berry, "Finding Identity . . .", in Driedger 233. 
i l  Berry, "Finding Identity . . .", in Driedger 236. 
l 2  inteniewees B.P.. L.S., and A.S. would agree with Berry, while H.C., F.L.. and T.L. would not. 



There are many seconda. works which provide a h i s t o ~  and analysis of 

Canada's changmg immigration policy. One such work is Gerald Dirks' study entitled 

< lunuda S Hrfugeee P o k y .  Dirks exarnined the nature of refugee immigration to Canada 

in the past century, and more specifically since the late 193Os, in comparison to regular 

"economic" migrants. Dirks wondered why, in sorne cases, certain refugee groups were 

welcomed with open arms, while others were tumed away by the Canadian govemment. 

He concluded that political and economic conditions within Canada determined whether 

refugees were to be considered desirable immigrants. For the Hungarian irnmigants of 

1956-57, in partkular, the Canadian govemment was more than accommodating, but, as 

Dirks argued, '*generosity and humanitarianism, while reflected in the policies, played 

secondary roles" to the Canadian economic and political circumstances of the time;13 the 

Hungarian immigrants certainly fùlfilled some of Canada's economic and ideologcal 

needs. 

Reginald Whitaker's provocative work Double S~ontlurd focused on the political 

and ideologcal biases which have determined Canadian immigration policy and the 

granting of citizenship, specifically during the Cold War era. The motives for acceptinç 

some immigrants and not others, Whitaker argued, had "less to do with security than with 

prejudices on the part of the policyrnakers", thus the "ideolopical bias that favoun 

refugees corn Cornmunism over those fleeing right-wing oppression has been 

deliberately obscured." This *secret7 policy of security was finally exposed by 

Whitaker's investigation of government documentation, much of which was made 

' b i r k s ,  189. 
14 Reginald Whitaker, Double Smrckad (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys Limited, 1987) 4-5, 306 



available by the imposition of the fairly recent Access to Information Act. Considering 

the nature of such policy, the Hungarian immigrants of 1956-57 certainly benefited from 

the Canadian govemment's Coid War fears. 

The present work does not include any attempt at creating a comparative study 

with other immigrant goups. l 5  Some studies of other groups were, however, useful in 

providing some guidelines which the present work could follow. In his study of Italian 

immigrants, Roberto Penn noted that historians have tended to look upon immigrants not 

as individuals, who require concem and compassion, but rather as groups for a means to 

an end, political, religious, or otherwise. Penn stressed that the immigrant should not be 

viewed as having been pushed around by the tides of history. In reality, immigrants have 

fought for their own place in Canadian history. They have often managed to successfully 

combine Old World culture with New World conditions. in order to acculturate, and yet 

remain diverse.'"he Hunçarian immigrants of 1956-57 certainly fit that mould, as they 

adapted and yet retained their culture; and they were e.xtremely active in creating for 

themselves a decent life. 

Regarding women, author Janet Mancini Billson noted that it has always been 

doubly hard for ethnic women to establish an equal status position for themselves within 

Canadian society, due to their race and gender.'7 Mancini Billson explored the inter- 

15 The present work was never meant to be a purely comparative study, where the Hungarian-Canadian 
community would be placed alongside another ethnic group. Such art approach was avoided for a number of 
reasons, not the least of which was the lâct that a comparative study would be far too extensive for the 
scope of this paper. Apart from being a social and cultural study. however. this work can be viewed as a 
microhistory, in terms of the larger context of countless ethnic and immigration studies in Canada, with 
which it can be compared and contrasted at a later date. 
16 Roberto Perin & Franco Sturino, eds., Atrcuigiarsi (Montreal: Guernica Editions, 1989). 
If  Janet Mancini Billson, "Interloçking Identities: Gender. Ethnicity and Power in the Canadian Context", 
Irîternatiotîuî Jmnwi cf ('ajradian Stl~dies no.3 (S pring, 1 99 1 ). 



relationships between gender and ethnicity as sources of power and identity, and such an 

approach was helpful when Hungarian women and their immigration experiences were 

examined. 

Of the secondary sources dealing with Hungarians specifically, a few authon 

have made particularly valuable contributions. Nandor F. Dreisziger's numerous journal 

articles and books are of the highest quality, and in them he paints a positive portrait of 

the Hungarian immigrant experience, whereby Hungarians were able to adapt to, and 

contribute to. their new lives in Canadian society. Dreisziger edited and wrote chapters 

for Stmggk cind Hope: The Hunguriun (unudian Experiencw, one book of a series 

commissioned by the federal sovemment of Canada to explore the many immigrant 

youps in this country. While some of the other works in this collection have met with 

criticism, Dreisziger' s descriptive compilation is generally acknowledged as one of the 

best of the series. 

Another author who has done valuable work in the study of Hungarians in Canada 

is Professor George Bisztray of the University of Toronto. His many works include 

detailed accounts of Hungarian literature in Canada, as well as information regarding the 

cultural institutions of Toronto. In his research, Bis- has provided convincing 

evidence for the retention of culture, and for the effort by some to maintain the Magyar 

language, through the medium of literature, and through the maintenance of Hungarian 

associations and institutions. Carmela Patnas' works have also dealt very effectively 

with Hungarian immigrants in Canada, with her best work to date, Purriot.~ and 

Prolrrarizns. focusing on the intenvar years. Patrias argued that the political situation in 



Hungary directly affected, and helped to politicize, the Hungarian immigrants once in 

Canada, and further intensified the divisions and polarities of the Hungarian-Canadian 

communities. Such political differences were a factor in the reaction to, and acceptance 

of, the 1956-57 Hungarian immigrants, as will be discussed later in the present study. 

Contemporary newspapen were consulted to provide an insight into the emotions 

and reactions to the events of 1956-57, both in Hungaq and in Canada. Toronto's Globe 

und hfuil and Bai- Star were valuable for that purpose. Editions From October of 1956 

and on into the late 1950s contained many thorough articles conceming the plight of the 

Hungarians. There were reports ffom correspondents who were in Budapest right From 

the fint days of revolt, as well as many other articles reiating to the reactions of 

Toronto's Hungarian-Canadian community, and the amval of the immigrants to Toronto. 

In fact during the fint weeks of the revolt there was at least some mention of the 

Hungarian situation on every cover page of these dailies, and for the weeks that followed 

well into 1957, every edition contained some mention of the plight of the Hungarians 

within its pages. 

Interviews with several Hungarïans who fied from their native land in 1956-57 

were used as a supplement to traditional sources for the present study. Their 

recol lections and emotions were an invaluable resource. I am aware t hat, consideri ng the 

length of time since the events, and the political and violent nature of the time period, 

some inaccuracies and biases were bound to appear in the interviews. On the whole, 

however, mernories seemed to be lucid, and information accurate, when compared with 

the traditional written sources, and the interviews provided a fascinating and coloufil 



addition to the information gathered fiom traditional sources in the process of 

researching this paper. 

The group interviewed consisted of thirteen Hungarian Canadians, who had made 

their way to Toronto in 1956-57, one Hungarian Canadian who had already been living in 

Toronto at that time, and one non-Hwigarian, who had also been present in Toronto when 

the 1956-57 wave of escapees arrived. They range in age fiom 44 yean old to 75 yean 

old. At the time of their arrivai, therefore, they were as young as 4, and only as old as 35; 

thus they are quite representative of the relatively young age of the 1956-57 goup as a 

whole. The gender ratio was nine males to six females. which is also representative of 

the gender imbalance of the 1956-57 Hungarian immigrants, which was approxirnately 

65% male, 35% female. Roman Cathoiics were slightly over-represented in this group, 

with twelve of the fifieen adhering to that faith, while the other three rnembers were 

Presbyterian: the larger group of Hungarian immigrants consisted of roughiy 67Oh 

Roman Catholic, 70% other Christian groups, and 8% were Jewish Hungarians. 

Several rnembers of the group interviewed had expressed a concem as to having 

their identities publicly revealed. It is for that reason that I ensured anonymity to 

everyone interviewed, using pseudonymous initials instead. I began the interviews with a 

standard list of questions, which were then expanded upon as the interviews progressed. 

Some rnembers answered a survey of questions, as there was not time for them to do 

personal interviews. AI1 interviewees were asked to sign a consent forrrt, allowing me to 

utilize their responses, either directly or indirectly, and assuring them of a n ~ n y m i t ~ . ' ~  

- 

18 See A2 for list of interviewes. When this project was begun, interviews were also to be gamered over 
the interner, through the use of a Wortd Wide Web page, (WWW), that 1 b d  desiped. Interviews fiom the 
WWW were not, however, utilizd in the body of this paper, due to perceived potential problems regarding 



The present study thus addresses the characteristics of the 1956-57 Hwiganan 

group, who did not confom to many of the immigrant characteristics usually ascribed to 

and explored by histonans in the past For instance, it has been previously observed that, 

in general, non-English-speaking immigrants who came to Canada were 

.œoverwhelmingly of peasant origin"." Aside from the problem of defining 'peasant', 

Hungarian i rnmigrants, pariicularly those of 1 956-57. were, for the most part, educated, 

hi&Iy skilled and from large cities in ~un~ary ."  Thus their attraction to the urban 

centres of Canada, and in particular Toronto. cm in part be explained. 

Another study stated that the naturalization of immigrants was highest when there 

was no hope of retuming to the homeland, and was lowest amongst the highly educated." 

As was mentioned above, the Hungarians who flocked to Toronto in 1956-57 were highly 

educated, and yet were readily acculturated and naturalized. One such individual, a chief 

civil engineer when he lefi Hungarv, had made naturalization for himself and his family 

one of his first priorities upon arriva1 in canada." Many also entertained thouçhts of one 

day retuming to Hungary permanently. In fact, another individual, who had escaped and 

was separated from his farnily in the process, expressed that, had he thought that his 

fliçht from Hungary would be essentially permanent, he would nevrr have left. He now 

authenticity. The internet is. in my opinion, a vduable resource, which hopefùlly wiil becorne more accepted 
and effectively exploited in the fùture. My website address is - http://www.uoguelph.ca/-akocsis/ 
l9 Roberto Peria '.Writing About Ethnicity", in John Shultz, ed., Writing R bout <'ma& (Scarborough, 
Ont.: Prentice-Hall Canada hc.. 1990) 222. 
'O O'Bryan with regards to education, Hungarians ranked second only to the Chinese out of O' Bryan's 
sample groups of immigrants: 42.2% of Hungarians had over thirteen years of education, cornpareci with 
5 1.5% o f  Chinese respondents; the third hiytiest group was the Uicrainians, with 26%. Over 50% of  the 
Hungarian respondents spent most o f  their pre-aduh yean in a 'Big City' i ~ _  Hungary. 
" M. L. Kovacs & A. J. Cropley. Inttnigrwits or& S o c o c i e ~ :  Aliertation artd Assirnilatiott (Sydney: McGraw- 
Hill Book Company, 1975). 
'' Interview with M.T. 



plans to spend his retirement years in Hungary with the remaining members of his 

fa mi^^.'^ One of the women intervieweci stated that, when packing for her escape, she 

brought only little thinp, which would be easy to bring back, and left behind many 

important items, assuming that they would be there when she returned in a short while. 

She in fact did not retum until 1967, and then only for a short ~isit . '~ It is evident, then, 

that the Hungarian immigrants of 1956-57 did not conform to many of the 'noms', as 

prescribed €or other immigrant groups. 

Many other scholars have produced admirable works relating to the Hungarian 

immigrant in Canada, and to be able to place the present work alongside some of these is 

a humbling experience indeed. Nevertheless, the current study represents a valuable and 

necessary pursuit. Many of the existing works mention the integration. as well as the 

cultural contributions, of Hunganans. None of thern, however, deal exclusively with the 

1956-57 goup in Toronto; nor do they address the seeming incongmity of integration and 

cultural retention. Why were the Hungarians of this time so readily integrated into 

Toronto life? Why were they, at the sarne time, so determined not only to maintain their 

culture, but to share it wîth the rest of the city? Thrse are the questions that this paper 

aspires to answer, and to do so, the history of the Magyars must first be explored. 

U Interview with T.L. 
24 Interview with L.O. 



2 The H i s t o ~  of the Magyars 
and the 1956 Revolution 

When the hisîory of the Hungarians as a people is taken into consideration, it is 

not diffkult to understand how, psychologically, the Magyars as a goup were not averse 

to integmting wirh non-Hunganans. Almost since their first forays into Europe over 

1,000 years ago, the lives of the Ma~yars have fluctuated between self-nile and 

oppressive foreign control. Each period of self-rule seemed to have been hiçhlighted by 

scrambling attempts to re-establish what it meant to be a Magyar, through concerted 

et'forts at cultural advance, be it literary, architectural, linguistic. or otherwise. Even 

during periods of foreign rule, the Magyars desperately clung to nationalism, and held 

onto remnants of their cultural heritage, such as their poetry, songs, and of course their 

cooking. 

The Hunganan leader at the tum of the first century AD. ,  when the Hungarians 

first settled in Europe, was King Vajk, a direct descendant of the tirst Magyar chief, 

Arpad. King Vajk adopted Christianity and the narne Stephen, and he  was made 

-Apostolic King' by the Pope. Stephen was canonized and he was later to become the 

patron saint of Hungary. ' St. Stephen enf~rced Catholicism on his people; so it was that 

in 1,000 AD. ,  the foundations of a Christian kingdom were laid, and Hungary was on its 

way to becoming a legitimate European nation, establishing and defending its 

' Ernst Roth, A Tafe of Three CT~fic?s (London: Cassel1 & Company Ltd., 197 1 ) 77. 



independence and European status during the century to follow.' St. Stephen's army 

consisted of Germans and Normans, as weli as Hungarians and their relations,' thus 

outside influence was present from very early on in the nation's history. The Hungarians 

were also, at that time, begmning to take on more of a 'European' appearancr, for there 

had been much intermarriage and mixed binhs as a result of their earlier raids." The 

Hungarian immigrant's propensity to intermarriage once in Canada is not, therefore, 

without precedence. 

The reign of the Arpads finally came to an end in 1300, when the French Anjous 

tooli control of Hungary. They were followed by the Bohemian Luxembourgs, and then 

the Polish Jagiellos. By most accounts, the Hungarians seemed content with their foreign 

rulers..' Not until 1458 was a Magyar King again on the throne of Hungary. That çeat 

was taken by King Matthias Corvinus, the Raven King. He was the son of Janos 

Hunyadi, a national hero who had been instrumental in helping to repel the first Turkish 

attac ks on Hungarv, afler they had taken ~onstantino~le."he Polis h Jaçiel los re-took 

the Hungarian throne upon King Matthias' death.' 

In the late 15" and early 16" centuries, the Hungarian economy completely 

collapsed, and defence against the Turks was no longer possible. In 1526, the Turks 

crushed the Hungarians at Mohacs, in southern Hungary, and were well on their way to 

the as yet un-united cities of Buda and Pest, beginning their 160 year reign in Hunga.. 

' Jhos M. Bak and Béla K. Kialy. eds.. Frmn H ~ ~ t y c u i i  to Rakciczi (Brooklyn. New York: Brooklyn 
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The Turks occupied fully two-thirds of Hungary, while the other third was suffenng 

under Habsburg reign.' The Magyars were once again suppressed, and restrained from 

ruling their own country. 

The ethnic composition of H u n g q  changed irrevenibly during the time of 

Turkish rule, much to the detriment of the Hungarian people. Because they had fought 

the Turks, when others had not, the Hungarians lost millions of their brothers and sisters. 

The Hungarians were an effective buffer between the Turks and Central and Western 

Europe, halting the Ottoman Empire's far-reaching grasp." Their reward was an 

irreversible deterioration of population and culture. By the 17" century, Buda had 

transformed into a Balkan-type city made up of a dozen nationalities, speaking several 

Ianguages, and belonging to many different religions; the Magyars were a rninority in 

their own capital. "' 

When the Turks were finally expelled from Hungary late in the 17" century, the 

powerful Habsburgs expanded their one-third possession of the land, taking control of the 

entire nation. In the late 18" century, Joseph II of Austna had taken steps to completely 

cmsh any attempts at Hungarian independence. Despite such oppression, however, the 

Hungarian nobility rnanaged to resist total absorption into the Austrian realrn." By this 

point in Hungary's turnultuous history, almost al1 indications of the century-and-a-half of 

Turkish rule in Buda and Pest had vanished with only a few Turkish baths, and the tomb 

"hid. 78. 
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of a saint, remaining on the Buda side of the Danube." Furthemore, despite the 

restrictive Austrian economic policy, and the subsequent weakness of Hungarian 

industrialism, capitalism was beginning to take root in Buda and Pest towards the middle 

of the 1 9 ~  century.'3 Buda and Pest were seerningly ready to be shaped by the 

Hungarians themselves once again. Friedrich Engels observed in January of 1849 that 

--between 183 1 and 1848 the political life of Hungary had 'brilliantly' caught up and 

corne fonvard". '" The year 1848 proved to be a turning point for Hungary7s people and 

politics, and was a precursor of the short-lived fieedom of the late 19" century. 

On March 15th 1848, iipon receiving news of revolution in Vienna, an initially 

bloodless revolution was led fiom Pest by the poet Shdor Petoti, who was joined by 

some 10,000 angry and curious people. '' The Hungarian Revolution of 1848 was looked 

down upon, however, by some Hungarians and other Europeans, who had become 

"disillusioned with 'bourgeois revolutions' and the results of 'Liberalism in the han& of 

selfish men"'. l 6  

It was not long after the Hungarian Revolution of 1848 that the Austrians 

regained control of Buda and Pest, and thus ail of Hungary. Ln 1849 the Habsburgs, aided 

by the Rornanovs, cmshed the Hungarians and their hoped for independence, at least 

ternporarily; however, al1 was not lost. To quote V6rÔsg succinct words, --the reactionary 

regime which followed . . . found itself unable to reverse the achievements of the 

bourgeois revolution which had provided the economic and social bais  for the struggle: 

" Emenc W. Trencsényi. ed ., British T',/ers in OIJ Bmbpsl  (Budapest: Officina 193 7) 14. 
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Hungary was irrevocably set on the path of capitalist development"." Eventually the 

army generals installed by the Austrians were replaced by the Emperor3 ministers and 

advisors. 

After the Austrians lost their war with Pnissia in 1866, the Habsburg gnp on 

Hungary loosened. In 1 867, the farnous Compromise was reached between Ausmia and 

the Hungarian ruling classes, whereby the Habsburgs ageed to abandon their oppressive 

policies and designs for assirniiation; thus the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was born. l Y  

As Robert Musil observed: 

the two parts matched each other l ike a red-white-and-green 
jacket and black - and - yellow trousers. The jacket was an 
article in its own right; but the trousen were the remains of 
a no longer existent black - and - yellow suit, the jacket of 
which had been unpicked in the year 1867." 

In 1872, five years afier the Compromise, Buda and Pest, along with 0buda and Margaret 

Island, were finally united as one city, Budapest, the capital of the Hungarian nation." 

Some of the Hunganan leaders hoped that the centre of the dual Monarchy's power 

would soon shift from Vienna to ~udapest." 

The DuaI Monarchy was beginning to weaken in the early stages of the 2oLh 

century, and the old system finally collapsed with the defeat of the Monarchy in 19 18, at 

'' Vüros, as in Sagviri 37. 
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the end of the Great ~ a r . "  The Hungarian leader of opposition against the old 

Monarchy, Count Mihalyi Karolyi, used the end of the First World War as a springboard 

for taking over control of Hungary. The Allied powen, however, refused to accept 

Kiirolyi-s demands for the retum of lands which had been a part of the Hungarian nation 

for centuries. Karolyi's new bourgeois republic had little chance of survival from the 

outset.'" The Count had hoped that separation from Austria would Save Hungary from 

saddling any harsh reparations, which were sure to be heaped upon Austria and Germany. 

He felt that the new Hungarian govemment should be given a position of strength at the 

Great War's ensuing peace talks." 

The govemment of Mihalyi Karolyi survived only fiom October of 19 18 to March 

of 19 19 when, realizing that his goals would be nearly impossible to achieve, Kirolyi 

resigned handing the reigns of power over to a Communist-Social Democratic faction 

led by Béla Kun, the head of the Hungan'an cornmunist These Hunganans were 

influenced by the success of the 19 17 Bolshevik Revolution in Russia The use of the 

Russian language was first becoming popular at that time in Hungarv, and 'Oruszuf 

hrszdni ' ( ~ o  speak Russian'), becarne a popular slogan of loyalty to the cause." Little 

could the Hunganans know ihat, some thirty years later, they would be forced to lram 

Russian, and, as several of those interviewed for this paper indicated, resent every 

23 Hans-Georg Heinrich. Himgarq': Polificx Economics, and Sociey (Boulder, Colorado: L-vnne Rienner 
Publishers, Inc., 1986) 12. 
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moment of i t  The newly formed Hungarian Soviet Republic lasteci, however, for only 

133 &YS. 

A!I was not tragic in Hunçary during the 19 1 8 and 19 19 'revolutions' as there was 

some progress, particularly in education and culture. Hungarians witnessed sweeping 

educational reforms at that time, as the new governments saw the need to "catch up 

backwardness7'.'"ere had been no real unifom educationai system to speak of, and 

weaknesses in Hungarian productivity had often been blamed on the low educational 

standards of ~ u n ~ a r y . "  Improved education for children and adults could only help 

future generations. fndeed, the irnplementation of the educational reforms directly 

affecte& and benefited, the highly educated masses that were to escape fiom the Soviets 

oppression some 37 years later, as the majority of the refugees From 1956 were eithec not 

bom yet, or else were veq Young, at the time of the reforms. 

Various artists received generous State assistance at that time, most likely 

because they tended to support the political revolution. The music of Zoltan Kodaly, 

Béla Bartok, and Béla Reinitz flourished, and concerts were well attended. Operas and 

theatres were also crowded with many new patrons, as performances were made 

affordab le and accessible to al 1. The fi lm indus- likewise bene f i  ted and expanded. '" 
These were some of the cultural aspects of Hungary which were to be transferred to 

Toronto with the '56ers7 to be enjoyed by the Hungarians and non-Hungarians of Toronto 

al i ke. 
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This bnef penod in Hungary's tumultuous history was therefore very valuable for 

the deveiopment of Hungarian culture. True, there were limitations and restrictions 

anforced by the leaders of the Hungarian Soviet Republic, yet they were careful not to 

impose an "'~fficial'~ stamp on any artistic trends. As historian Gyorgy Lukacs noted: -'the 

aim was to spread culture, and to raise working people to the level to decide what thrre 

was in the art and culture of the past and present they had need of, and what they could 

do without. Every fight about so-called official art was about this"." Most notably, 

however. to quote Béla Kun: "the realization of the value of the htellectual' by the 

Hunganan Revolution [19 191 was perhaps the greatest step in advance made, in 

cornparison to the Russian attitude towards them a year ago".3' 

More land was taken from Hungary, as a provision of the June 4îh7 1920 Treaty of 

Trianon, to the benefit of Yugoslavia, Romania, and Czechoslovakia. Following the First 

World War, Hungary's territory was reduced fiom 325,000 square miles to 92,607 square 

miles, and the nation's population decreased from 20.9007000 to 7,800,000.'~ The 

Hunganans lost not only the vast acres of land, and the dominion over the non-Magyars 

of those lands, they also pemanently lost many of their own people to the new border 

nations. 

The June 4th. 1920 Treaty of Trianon effectively crippled Hungary, by drastically 

reducing the nation's borders, thus separating nearly one-third of al1 Magyars from their 

homeland. The Treaty was perceived by many people, Hungarian or not, even today, as 

3 1 Lukacs's statement in the March 1969 issue of the Hungarian monthly TursaJahi Szemltt (Social View), 
cited in Hajdu, 78. 
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"cruel and unjust". At that time especially, Hungarians were justifiably incensed and 

bewildered." It was in that clirnate that the new leaders of Hungary were to begm the 

unenviable, and seemingl y impossible. task of reconstmction. 

The Magyars were united in their efforts to have the Treaty of Trianon revised. 

To that end, the Hungarian League for Rrvision was organized; indeed, revisionism 

"becarne a declaration of faith, a measuring rod for every Magyar's patriotism and 

l ~ ~ a l t ~ " . ~ '  Despite ideologicai. political, and class differences, Magyars were able to 

rally around the cry of %km, nrm. sohd", -.No. no, never!", to the ternis of the treaty?' 

Despite any of their other differences, one thing that the members of the Hungarian- 

Canadian community of Toronto could agree on was their disapproval of the Treaty of 

Trianon. Hungary's new neighbouring nations, however, were deterrnined, 

understandably so, to block any efforts at revision of the treaty, and to that end, they 

formed an alliance known as the -Little ~ntente'." The revisionists' goals were further 

hampered by the zealous efforts of exiled Hungarian revolutionaries. in particular 

Mihalyi Kirolyi, and his former right-hand-man Oszkar Jiszi. Jhzi had been an effective 

publicist, and as such, "was able to inflict enomious damage on [then prime minister 

Istvan] Bethlen regme's international reputation". In fact, due in large part to Jbzi's 

negative publicity, the leaders of the Hungarîan government encountered great 

diniculties when trying to acquire international loans necessary for Hungary's intemal 

recon~tniction.~~ 
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The political stability of the 1920s had indeed corne to an end with the 

devastation of the Depressioh and the stepping down of Bethlen. With the new 

Hunganan leader, Captain Gyula Gombos' more radical element in control, deeper 

divisions were created amongst the Magyars. Amongst other things, anti-Semitism was 

revived on a large scale by Gombos and his followers. Many Jewish intellectuals of the 

time were dnven fiom the country and marked as   un de sir able^'.^^ Anti-Sernitisrn 

followed many of the Hungarian immigrants to Toronto, and thought there is no evîdence 

of open public hatred of the Jews, nevertheless a dislike and resentment was noticeable 

in some of the interviews conducted for the present study. During his time as prime 

minister, Gombos was quite receptive to the Italian and German fascists. Indeed, he was 

contemptuously referred to as "Gombolini" by his opponents, due to his imitation of 

Benito Mussolini's fascist p~licies."~ Gombos maintained power until his death in 1936. 

He was followed by Kalman Daranyi's two year reign, and then for another year, 1938- 

39, by Béla tmrédy.'" The instability of Hungrian nile was a11 too obvious, and, coupled 

with the powerful irnpetus of revisionism, Hungary was fairly easily driven inio Adolph 

Hitler's increasingly powerful and influential fold. 

Hungary did manage sorne progress under Gombos and his tum to the Nazis. 

Industrialization again picked up, as did agicultural development. Most notably, 

Budapest flowered, becoming a destination of choice for many international travellers of 

that tirne.'" Full use was made of the suiphur spring-fed spas of the city, which attracted 
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numerous visiton year round Glamorous open-air swirnming pools were opened up, as 

were public parks, luxury hotels, gourmet restaurants, and night clubs.43 Such amenities 

were not restricted to foreign visitors, and the Hungarian love of swimming, boating, and 

entertaining flourished Indeed that love was not lost over the yean. For e m p l e ,  some 

of the Hungarian Canadians interviewrd for the present study were drawn immediately to 

the beaches and pools along Lake Ontario upon their arrivai in Toronto, where, to quote 

one of the individuals, "we spent most of our free time, swirnming sunbathing, and 

meeting other 

Culturally, the years Ieading up to the Second World War were rich, and 

Hungarians were gaining some international acclaim as well. The rest of the world took 

notice of Hungarian culture due in large part to the music of the ever-popular Bartok, 

Kodaly, and Dohnanyi. Further attention was gamered by the international successes of 

Hungarian athletes in the 1930s.~' There was still an allowance of fieedom of expression 

at that time, as long as radical and seditious public activity was refrained from. Poets, 

novelists, and writers alike were thus able to flourish in the decade before the Second 

World War. Varying political and philosophical views were al1 represented and allowed, 

as there was no Gestapo-equivalent at that time in ~ u n ~ a q . ~ ~  

With the outbreak of war in 1939, Hungary's leaders attempted to maintain some 

semblance of non-belligerent neutrality. A German victory would sirnply rnean the 

absorption of Hungary into the new Gerrnan Reich. Yet Hungary was in an unenviable 
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and precarious position right in the middle of Europe. With the Soviets pressuring from 

the east by 1940, and with Hitler3 attack on Yugoslavia through Hungary in Apnl of 

194 1, Hungary had little choice but to ceoperate with ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ '  

The Hungarian town of Kassa. then in north-eastem Hungary, was bornbed on 

June 26th, 1941. It still. to this day, rernains an issue of contention as to whether the 

bombs were dropped by Soviet or Geman planes.4x The Hungarians were convinced at 

the time, with more than a linle prodding from the Germans, that the planes had indeed 

been Russian. The Hungarian leaders finally succumbed to German pressure, and on 

June 17th, 1941, the day after the bombing of Kassa, they declared war on the USSR. 

The British then declared war on Hungary later that year, on December 6th. The 

Hungarian prime minister of that time, Ladislas Bardossy, was sympathetic to Hitler's 

aims, and, following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, took it upon himself to declare 

war on the United States of America as welL4' Hungary was thus thrown into the global 

confiict completely on the side of the Avis powers. 

The relationship wîth Hitler was aiways a tenuous one for Hungary's leaden, as 

the fear of simply becoming more irbensruum for Germans, if they won the war, was 

ever-present. That fear was realized when, in 1944, a swift offensive into Hungary was 

met by only token resistance, and German occupation was, for a brief time. a reality. 

Horthy was maintainrd as Regent, in an attempt to provide sorne legitirnacy to the 
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German presence. In fact, as historian Mario Fenyo argued, despite the Hungarian 

government having essentially handed over the nation's resources and citizens to Hitler, 

there was still a general passive tolerance amongst the Hwigarian population."' 

There are a number of possible reasons for such acceptance. There was still 

likely sympathy and empathy for the Gemans as a previous ally and -victim' of the First 

World War; there existed a shared hatred of communisrn; and there was wide-spread 

anti-Semitism. Furthemore, there was also l i  kely the belief that the Gemans might still, 

against al1 odds' win the war? Regardless of the reasons, however, another chapter was 

added in Hungary's long history as a nation dominated by others. and the book was not 

finished yet. 

As the Second World War drew to a close, and the German hold on Hungary 

Ioosened, the Soviets moved in tiom the east. In December of 1944, the Red A m y  

began the violent siege of Budapest, which was to last two months. By February I3h, 

1945, the Hungarian capital was under complete Soviet control, afier Russian bombs had 

almost levelled the city." One of those interviewed remembered the bombings well, as 

she gave birth to her daughter on December 13h, 1944, in the basement of a Budapest 

apartrnent, while bombs and gunfire whistled al1 around.j3 

Geographic location was one of Hungary's main probiems, and indeed always had 

been, ever since the days of St. Stephen. Hungary is a naturai buffer between East and 

West, a "fiontier land for opposing civilizations'~.'" Usually the threat had been fiom the 
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East, to which the Hungarians would appeal to the West for help, only to then be 

absorbed by the Westem nation. The 1849 Hungarian Revolutîon, however, had been 

defeated by Austia with Russian assistance, thus the threat to Hungarians had corne fiom 

both sides. Finally, with the German retreat in the face of Russian advances in 1944, the 

East had pushed the West out of Hungay, and were seerningly there to stay.j5 

The meetings of the Allied leaders in Quebec and in Moscow never addressed 

Hungary's situation in any real depth, and Soviet occupation was therefore naturally 

assumed and allowed.jh At the Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam Conferences held between 

the Allied superpowen, Joseph Stalin had promised to allow the East European countn'es 

to develop democratic and Freely elected govemrnents.'7 Once Western non-intervention 

became evident in such matten, however, Stalin's pledge was worthless, and Soviet 

domination ensued. Reverend Charles Steinrnetz of Toronto, founder of the Hungarian 

Presbyterian Church of Toronto in 1937, wrote a letter in June of 1946 to the "Big Four" 

Foreign Ministers' Peace Conference in Pans, on behalf of al1 Hwiçwian Canadians. 

The letter cailed for the fair and just treatment not only of "liberated Hungary", but of 

the hundreds-o f-thousands of Hunganans still in Czec hoslovakia and Romania, j ust as 

the Hungarians themselves had guaranteed minori ty groups within Hungary their 

-'equality, and their poli tical, cultural, religious and economic freedorn". jX 
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The Soviets had been expected, and even welcorneci by many. as liberaton from 

the ~ e r m a n s . ~ ~  Initial Soviet violence came as no surprise, and could not be combated 

nor even cnticized, as the Soviets atternpted to remove the 1s t  of the fascists and Nazis 

from ~ungary."' The atrocities that followed were, however, completely unexpected. 

Murden, rapes, indiscriminate arrests, and the deportation of over 350,000 Hungarians to 

Soviet Union labour camps:' al1 served notice to the people of Hungary that they were 

to continue their [ives under the tyrannical dominion of others. As Jewish philosopher 

Moms Raphael Cohen wrote: --When the Communists tell me that I must choose between 

their dictatorship and fascism, I feel that 1 am offered the choice between being shot and 

being hangedV." The totalitarian rule of Stalin and the Communists \vas arguably the 

most oppressive in HungaryZs turbulent history, and eventually proved to be the impetus 

for the flight of hundreds-of-thousands of Hungarians from their homeland in 1956-57. 

Approximately 7,000 o f  those emigants found their way to Toronto. nearly doubling the 

city's Hunganan population in a space of a few months. 

The psychoiogical effects of that period on the Hunganan people were crippiing. 

They progressed fiom feelings of joy at the end of the war and the ousting of the Nazis, 

to the anticipation of a new Western-style democratic future, and finally to the realization 

that the West had washed their hands of East Central Europe, and thus the Hunganan 

hopes for fieedorn had been dashed once again. 
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Suc h emotions were clearly evident when discussion with Hungarian-Canadians 

iunied to the political climate of their homeland during the rule of the Soviets. One 

individual remembered having to stand guard on the Street with his sister in front of their 

home, while his father listened to a news program on British radio, which he was 

occasionally able to pick up on his transistor radio.63 Othen recalled the fear of being 

reported or taken away for something they rnay have said, or because of someone they 

may have insulted. Afier having been involved in a fight at a local bar, one individual 

related that "I was scared for the next week that one of the other guys would make up 

some lies about me and report me"? It had been known to happen that a member of a 

town or neighbourhood suddenly disappeared, and it was generally understood where 

they had gone?' 

As Stalin grew older, and increasingly more paranoid his murderous purges 

intensified in nurnber and in pace. Only his death, on March 5th: 1953, saved Hungaq 

frorn the full extent of the purges which had been carried out in Russia, although the 

Hungarians were not spared the fear generated by the violence. Stalin7s successors, 

Georgij Malenkov and Nikita Knischev, decided not to continue with such merciless, 

destructive The damage had been done, however, and the people of Hungary were 

tired of having no fieedorn, and living under the shadow of Soviet ~ommunism."~ Thus 

by late in the autumn of 1956, Hungarians began rejecting and officially tuming their 

backs on the Stalinist era, and there were %ounting demands inside Hungary for 
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Western-style &dom - freedom of the press and information, freedom of the courts and 

freedom of traveLd The stage had been set for the events of October 7 3 4  1956. 

The political situation in Hungary between the end of the Second World War and 

the October Revolution of 1956 was a confused and complicated mess. What was clear, 

however, was the desire of the Hungarian people to be Free h m  oppressive Stalinist rule. 

To that en4 in the early days of October, 1956, Laszlo Beke (not his real name) and 

forty-hvo of his student friends fomed the Free Students' Council, which was to become 

the Students' Revolutionary Council, in ~udapes t .~ '  They rallied other Hungarians 

together in a protest against the dictators. In Beke's opinion: "We had to have the 

workers and the peasants behind us. They would have to stand with us as they did in 

19 19, when Hungary crushed Communism the first time, proving that this countq of nine 

million people was opposed to any kind of foreign domination".'' The end result of their 

valiant efforts, however, was the return to rule of the Comrnunists, who had been 

outlawed from 19 19 until the end of the Second World War. 

The Russians had entered Hungav and tieed the land completely from German 

occupation by Apnl of 1945, but then the Soviets never lefi. As was noted on October 

3Oth, 1956, in an editorial by Miklos Gimes, in the revolutionary daily Ihgyur 

S-dbkkzg (Hunguriun (-iredom), the continuing presence of Soviet troops in Hungary 

". . . wounds the national pride of the Hungarian people and offends its most lesitirnate 

national interests; the more since, as long as Soviet troops remain in our country, 
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Hungary cannot pursue a really independent foreign policy [without which] the nation 

cannot develop in a really healthy way".71 Gimes was later executed for crimes against 

~urgary.  '' 
On October 23rd, 1956, the radio tower of Budapest was commandeered by angy 

and hstrated Hungarians, who were fed up with the 'official lies' of the Communist 

nilers. Their desire kvas to hear the tmth, and to voice their demands. The statue of 

Stalin was toppled, and the Soviet system was publicly discredited. Their struggle 

rmphasized that "the people of Hungary desired independence, democracy, a free and 

peaceful life, fit for human be~n~s" .~ '  The revolution was fuelled by the Hunganan 

youth, workers, and servicemen, al1 of whom were longmg for liberty. Children as young 

as eleven years old, boys and girls, took part in the fighting, and the Russians were 

temporanly driven out of ~ u d a ~ e s t . ~ ~  And so it was that --a long-suppressed hate for 

Russia and Russians [had] broken out in dramatic fashion in the new Hungarian revoit"." 

Hundreds of young Russian soldiers deserted their units to fight for freedom in 

sympathy, and in empathy, side by side with the  Hungarian youths.76 In an effort to avoid 

further desertions of Russian soldiers, due to their sympathy for the Hunganan youth. 

Soviet commanders actually convinced some of their troops that they were fighting the 

British over control of the Suez Canal. Eyewitness reports held that some Russian 

" fie Tmd A ho112 the Nagy A f j o  [[producd by an editorial cornmirtee of unnamed members] (New York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1959) 130. 
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soldiers were actually insisting that the Danube was the Suez Canal, and had to be freed 

from the ~ritish!" Still other Soviet soldiers had admitted -.that they had been told, first, 

that Hungarians were Fascists an4 second, that they could expect to meet U S .  troops in 

~uda~es t" .  '' 
A report of the United Nations Special Cornmittee on H m g q  held that the 

demonstration which had begun on October ?3d,  1956, was peaceful.79 None of the 

demonstrators initially carried any weapons, and there was no evidence of any intentions 

to resort to violence. The peaceful demonstration developed into an armed upnsing only 

when the A.V.H. (~~limnv&deimr Hivatuf), the State Protection Authority, fired on the 

people outside of the Radio Building. As a Toronto (;lobe und hiurl correspondent 

reported, "Parliament Square in Budapest became a banlefield . . . when a Russian tank 

opened fire on a few thousand peaceful demonstraton whose oniy weapons were 

Hungarian flags".xo More Soviet tanks were soon thereafter deployed against the people 

in the streets of Budapest. As the United Nations' report suggested, the -'appearance of 

Soviet soldiers in their midst, not as fiiendly allies but as enemies in combat, 'had the 

O - -  81 effect of still further uniting the people . 

After six d q s  of fighting and bloodshed, Soviet tanks were reported to have 

withdrawn from Budapest, although Russian troops remained poised on the 

Czechoslovakian / Hungarian border, as well as just outside of the Hungarian capitaLR' A 

- - - - - - -- - - -- -- 

rr Ihid 
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temporary govemment headed by Irnre Nagy, was set up by the revolutionaries. As one 

of the revolutionaries stated afiemards: --it wasn't that he [Nagy] was the best leader to 

take over at that point: it was just that he was probably the only one who was still alive. 

Others had been either shot or deported to ~iberia".~' Indeed as a newspaper headline of 

October 29th read: -'Rebels Distnistfùl of Pledges by ~ a g y " . "  The new govemment 

looked to the West for suppon during those few days of its fragle victory, but the 

Amencan government refused to recognize the revolutionary government of Hungary. 

The sentiment was similar in England and Canada as well, as those govemments were 

hesitant to confiont the Soviets in such days of Cold War fears." Uegarding Hungary's 

situation, even following the rebel's initial successes, the most the United Nations were 

willing to do was agee that they '-should debate the Hungarian question without delay"? 

In the British Housc of Commons, apprehensions as to Russian intentions were 

voiced. Although the Soviet tanks had withdrawn, and the Russians were gving the 

impression that they were leaving Hungary to the Hungarians, there was fear of a Russian 

trick. As the ~VL'W York Times reported from London, "there may be a pause of weeks, 

perhaps months . . . but ultirnately the Russians will try to reassert their control".*' Their 

prediction proved to be al1 too accwate. After waiting two weeks for word of what the 

West's reaction would be, and then realizing that there in fact would be no reaction, the 

Russians rolled back into Budapest with renewed forces, cnishing the insurgents in the 
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space of a few Thus for the third time, the t i r s  two times being 1849 and 1945 

respectively, "Russia repeated history by throwing its soldiers into the struggle to 

suppress a Budapest revolt - and added one more bloody count to the reasons why 

Hungarians as a whole hate ~uss ia"?~  Imre Nagy was executed along with Miklos 

Gimes and thousands of others for crimes against ~ u n ~ a r ~ . ' ~  

Many Hungarians developed an aversion to the West at this time. The 

revolutionaries had been promised some support from the Western nations on Radio Free 

Europe, which they never received. No western counw made any effort to ensure that 

the initial success of the Hungarians in Budapest would be lasting, although, according to 

some of those who had escaped in 1956-57, the Amencans used Radio Free Europe 

broadcasts to instruct the rebels to keep fighting, as help was on the way." Many of the 

free-world leaders held a nonchalant position, similar to that of Amencan Democratic 

presidential candidate Adlai Stevenson, who said at the time that he hoped the whole 

thinç would be settled quickly, and would not upset the forthcoming Arnerican 

elections.'" His sentiments were similarly shared by his Arnencan counterparts: 

Whatever the ultimate US. decision, the Republican party is 
jubilant that these Eastern European developments happened 
now and not earlier. The timing is such that no real decisions 
are required till later, tiil after the election and meanwhile, 
President Eisenhower and Secretary of State Dulles can, and 
will daim it was their poiicy of firmness which brought about 
the explosion in Russia's empire.93 
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Furthemore, the crisis at the Suez Canal was escalating, and international attention was 

turned away h m  Hungary and focused instead on the Middle ~ast? As Prime Minister 

Louis St. Laurent stated in a November 1 Sth, 1956 address given in Toronto: "It would be 

idle to deny that the Middle East crisis did serve to obscure . . . the snormity of the 

vicious Soviet intervention in Hungary dunng these part weeks"." 

The Hungarian Revolution, though fiercely fought with great pride and 

conviction, really had very little chance of succeeding without any assistance from the 

West. Beke and his friends were aware of this towards the end of October, 1956, even 

before the Soviet tanks rolled back in to Budapest: 

We al1 realized full well that without outside help from 
the West - the help which we had expected from the 
first day of the revoit, but which did not corne - our fate 
in the next few days would be death or deportation to 
Sibena. Al1 the students, and particularly the council 
members, were on the blacklists of the AVH officiais 
who were hiding throughout the city? 

The Hungarian revolutionaries enjoyed a few brief days of being "Hungarians on 

Hungarian soi1 again'*,97 but they recognized that their freedorn was to be short-lived. 

How much Western support was promised and of what kinâ, is not clear. What 

is clear is that the revolutionaries firmly believed that the West would champion their bid 

for Hungarian fieedorn From Soviet rule, and the revolutionaries passed that belief on to 

the people; therefore when it became evident that no Western aid was forthcorning, the 

Y4 Tibor Kovacs provides an excellent first-hand account o f  HunçanaB emotions towards the West at that 
ti me in füs work fide Forever? me LIfe Story of a H~tngarian Immigrant iri Cv&: Historical alrd 
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anger of many Magyars was focused both at the Russians and at the fiee Western nations. 

The Hungaiian revolutionaries, which was 'al1 but 5 per cent of the people", were 

dismayed that the West, and particularly the US., failed to give hem any real help. As 

one correspondent reported From Budapest at the end of October, 1956. the Hunganan 

people %ill have a touching reverence for everything Amencan, but whether this will 

last much longer is veiy doubtfùl"." 

The paradox of this aversion of the West, and at the same tirne reaching towards 

the West upon leaving Hungary, caused great stress for many of the escapees. One such 

individual expressed disbelief that no one would assist with the revolutionary cause. 

Although coming to Canada was her best option upon her escape fiom Hungarv, she sti!l 

speaks bitterly of the lack of Canadian support, both for her countrymen, and for herself 

and her family after their amval in i or ont o." Another family spent a year in what was 

essentially a prison camp in Yugoslavia, awaiting word from the Canadian embassy that 

they could make their way to Canada and freedom. Their distnist and dislike of the 

Canadian govemment grew at that time with the passing of each &y. '(" 

Lester B. Pearson, then Canadian Secretary of State For Extemal Affairs, had 

called for some action in support of the Hunganan revolutionaries. In a November 4th, 

1956 speech to the Second Emergency Special Session of the United Nations General 

Assembly in New York, Pearson wondered why, after the United Nations Assernbly had 

supponed intervention in the Middle East, they could not "establish a United Nations 
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mission . . . of an appropriate kind for the situation in ~ u n ~ a r y ? " ' ~ '  The most, however, 

that the Assembly agreed upon was to still gwe the situation further, serious thought. 

In defence of the West, the Hungarian situation was a very volatile one, which 

had erupted quite suddenly in a time of heightened Cold War fears. The United States 

were undecided as to how they should or could respond. Some pvemment officiais 

wondered if a retum to Stalinism in Hungary might not be more helpful to the Western 

cause than a relaxation of Comrnunism would be, for "holding dowm the Stalinist [id 

longer" could eventually lead to a bigger explosion in the Communist world."'' The 

Ameticans felt that military aid was out of the question, for fear of instigating a third 

world war, and economic aid might have aggravated the Russians further in the early 

stages of the revolt. Besides, Russian troops had the riçht to be in Hungary, under the 

Warsaw Treaty, and the Soviets continued to claim that they had only acted on the 

"express invitation" of the Hungarian govemment, which was recognized and accepted in 

the United Nations. 'OZ Undentandably, therefore, as one conkmporary newspaper 

headline read: "Feeling of Frustration Pervades Washington Over Hungarian Uprising", a 

fi-ustration which \vas only compounded by reports of young Hungarian men "marching 

past the U.S. embassy in Budapest shouting to the U.S. diplomats: 'Why don't you help 

 US?'"^^ 

Once the Russians had regrouped and taken Budapest back by force. many 

Hungarians were Forced to escape and accept their bitter defeat. Many others were not 
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fonunate enough to get out. The shock of a great perceived victory, followed so quickly 

by a crushing defeat, was evidenced in the following, which had been writ-ten over an 

advertisement for a German film enti tled Ungurn in F!ummen (Hungup in Flumrs): --A= 

nern /&et h o p  unnyi sziv hiubu ontu vert ..." ('-lt cannot be that so many hearts bled for 

IO5 nothing ... ) 

As of December 17th, 1956, the Russians reported that the Hungarian revolt had 

finally been crushed, with only sporadic fighting continuing with some rebels in the 

mountains. '(' AAer having quelled the Hungarian upnsing, Soviet leader Yun Andropov 

placed the Hungarian J h o s  Ka& at the head of a new Puppet government. A purge then 

followed in which approximately 150,000 Hungarians were executed, sentenced to 

forced labour camps, or deported into the Soviet Union; 50,000 were between the ages of 

eleven and seventeen.''' In an effort to show the world that they were still somewhat 

humane, the Soviets did not execute any of the Hungarians under the age of eighteen. 

Instead, those youths were kept in prisons until they tumed eighteen, at which point many 

were then murdered. ' O X  

in a parliamentq speech given on May t I th, 1957, Kadar expressed that his 

govemment "unequivocally, with an absolute majority - sharply condemns the counter- 

revolutionary uprising in October as an attempt to restore the regime of capitalists and 

landed estates and the Fascist state". '@' Quite to the contrary, however, the United 
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Nations report of the General Assembly's Cornmittee on Hungaiy found that the October 

revolt was a bbspontaneous national  risin in^*',"^ and not a counter-revolution sponsored 

by 'fascists' and 'imperialists', as \vas claimed by the Soviets and by Ka*. The report 

further found that "Imre Nagy, who became Premier through popular demand, had the 

9 7  1 1 1  support and confidence of the Hungarian people at large , support that Kadir did not 

have. 

Kadir immediately offered amnesty to al1 those who had escaped Hungary after 

November of 1956. He announced that "we welcome the return of every decent person 

who wants to live and work in Hungary". "' Such an appeal came as no surprise 

considenng the great numben who had already lefl, and who were still leaving at that 

tirne. Almost 200,000 Hungarians, a large percentage of whom were male youths, had 

fled their homeland immediately following the retum of the Soviet forces. By June of 

1957, an incredible 193,660 Hungarians had already found their way to Austria and 

Y ugoslavia. ' " 
According to the report of a Viennese correspondent of that time, those escaping 

Hungary had been --driven From their homes by the fear of being deponed to the East, 

or being subjected to other Russian reprisals".'~" Many of the newly homeless 

Hungarians were not satisfied with escaping only as far as Austria or Yugoslavia, or even 

- 
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western Europe. They desired to continue their journeys across the Atlantic ocean. to 

become as far removed as possible fiom the "economic stagnation, physical or 

ideologïcal servitude, racial and religious prejudice''1'5 that had become their Hungary. 

For approximately 37,000 of those escapees, Canada became their chosen destination, 

with approximately 7,000 making Toronto their home. These Hungarians joined the 

approximately 60,000 Hungarians who haci, in previous waves of immigration, already 

become Canadians. 



3 Hungarian Immigration to 
Canada Prior to 1956 

As Reg Whitaker echoed, "Canada is tmly a nation of immigrants. The Canadian 

identity is constantly k i n g  redefined by the arriva1 and acceptance into the community of 

new Canadians". ' Although Hungarian etnigants have been making Canada their -land 

of choice', to borrow John Kosa's phrase, since the time of Confederation, the 

Hqar ians  themselves have not always been considered amongst the most desirable of 

immigrants within the parameten of Canadian policy. 

Previous to 1956, Canadian immigration policy was as rnuch about whom to 

exclude as whom to let in.' Americans, Western Europeans, and particularly British 

subj ects, were the groups from which 'ideal' immigrants were sought; Hunganans 

pnerally only found their way into Canada due to extraordinary factors, as is explained 

below. Those who preceded the large group who arrived in 1956-57 settled first in the 

countryside, and then only gradually shified towards the cities: the 1956-57 group 

soliditied the urbanization of the Hungarian immigrants. The Hungarian-Canadian 

population was still relatively low, however, and their communities srnall and often 

disjointed. Toronto's Hungarian population continued to grow, but only with the great 

influx of the 1956-57 refugees did a truly strong community develop within the city. 

l Whitaker. Dolrblt. Stanhrd, 302. 
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Hungarians have been leaving Hungary for centuries, usually to escape political 

oppression. For exarnpie, during the reign of the Habsburgs over Hungary, tens-of- 

thousands fled to avoid persecution or military service. Irnmediately following the 

Habsburg rule, many Hungarians left their homeland to escape the resultant harsh 

economic climate.' Of the 3,500.000 ethnic Hungarians who live outside the present-day 

borders of Hungary, most live in neighbouring countries; approximately 1,500,000, 

however, live elsewhere in the world." These are substantia! numbers for a country with 

a population of approximately 1 1,000,000. 

Ln the 1870s and 1880s, the new Dominion of Canada instituted a vigorous 

immigration policy, in an effoort to settle the newly opened frontiers of the West. The 

Canadian government sought famers fiom the United Kingdom for their purposes, yet 

those groups were unwilling to emigrate at that time. The Canadians were forced, 

therefore, to 'settle' for the 'rough, hard-working, and unassuming peasants of Central 

and Eastern ~ u r o ~ e " , '  a goup which included several Hungarians. 

Hungarian immigration to Canada, between the late-19" century and 1956, was 

generally allowed only under certain very specific circumstances, and during the two 

world wars, the process was intempted altogether. As Harry Cuniiffe, a Canadian 

immigration officer in the 1910s and 1950s, noted: --in 1945 immigration was still 

govemed by an Immigration Act passed in 1927, itself based on legislation dating from 
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1910".~ Following the Second World War, Canadian immigration policy thus basically 

continued as it had been around the turn of the century: the govemment wanted farm 

labourers, construction workers, and domestic servants, preferably fiom Western Europe. 

The arriva1 of Hunganans on Canadian shores in the past century cm be 

categorized in three main waves of immigration: ( 1 ) from the 1 880s until the Great War: 

(2) the interwar yean; and (3) the pst-Second World War years, culminating with the 

1956-57 group. The members of each of these waves of migrants from Hungary naturally 

succumbed to different specific pressures to leave their homeland. The first group shared 

the same motivations as many other Europeans leaving their countries in the late 19" 

centurv, namely econornic hardships at home, and the lue of the New ~ o r l d . '  The next 

two waves, however, fled for reasons unique to their political. social. and economic 

situations within Hungaq at the times. These influences determined not only the reasons 

for departure but also the members of each wave. They also affected the migrants' 

reception in and acceptance of their chosen new homes, and their behaviour patterns 

once settled.' 

Paul Body outlined the "push and pull" factors involved in the decision of 

Hungarians to ernigate over the past decades. in the case of each wave of Hungarians 

who came to Canada, the "push" to leave could simply be aaributed to a general sense of 
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dissatisfaction w-ith life in Hungary. The "pull" was provided by the promise of 

economic prosperity and political security in canada.'' 

The dissatisfaction felt by the fim numerically significant group of Hungarïans to 

amve in Canada was brought about in part by modernking trends in Hungary towards 

the turn of the century. Increased industrialization threatened craft occupations, and 

improving mechanization of agriculture reduced the need for agncultural labourers. As 

Body noted: "large estates were expanding at the expense of small-scale peasant 

proprietors''.'O Some displaced peasants found seasonal work on larger estates. Others 

lefi for the countryside of neighbouring European counties. Thousands chose the fields 

of Germany and Rornania, and by 1880, 183,000 Hungarians had settled in Austria. By 

1879, however, a general economic crisis throughout Europe finally drove the Hungarian 

peasants and merchants even Further away fiom home, with over 160,000 heading to the 

New Worid in search of a better life." 

In the 1880s, therefore, the first numerically siçnificant group of Hunganans 

amved in Canada. Compriseci almost exclusively of peasants, this goup generally 

intended to work maximum hours, earn a lot of money, and then retum to Hungary. They 

were not very likely to acculturate, nor were they encouraged to do so by other 

Canadians. l' They were, however, offered the opportunity to work as much as t h q  could 

possibly desire. At that time, the Canadian Prairies were being opened up, and the 
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Canadian leaders sought to populate the largely empty lands west of Ontario with their 

new vigorous immigration pol icy. " 

Almost al1 of the immigrants did indeed go to the homesteads of the Prairie 

regions, in what is present-day Saskatchewan, some directly From Hungary. and many 

others via the United  tat tes.'" Paul Esterhazy, a Hungarian immigrant agent living in 

Canada at the tum of the century, helped to bring Hungarians to the Prairies from 

Pennsylvania, where they had been working in the coal mines, so that the population of 

Hungarians in Canada was approximately 1,500 by 190 1. ' j  At that time, then, Hungatian 

Canadians were a rather small group, and by 1914 there were still fewer than 10.000 

H ungarians in Canada. l6  

Even with the first groups of Hungarians who settled the Saskatchewan area, 

there was a recognition of weakening cultural retention, and a desire to prevent such loss. 

Mern ben of the Hungarian-Canadian elite of the time hired native Hungarian teac hers 

and priests, created a Hungarian political lobby, and established a large Hungarian 

newspaper, a11 in an effort to counteract the forces of rnodemization which were 

threatening tradi tional Hungarian cultural values and l i  festyles in the western 

communities. l 7  

Such efforts, however, were effective only to a srnall extent, and for a short white. 

Apart Frorn external Canadian pressures, the Hungarian group was divided by too many 

denominational and social differences. With the onset of the First World War, many 
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influentid Hunganan-Canadian leaders lefi for the United States, fmstrated by the lack 

of cohesion in the Hungarian cornrnunities. The Canadian Hungarian Fratemal 

Association collapsed, and the newspaper was taken over by an editor who was not 

sympathetic to the Hungarian causes. '' 
In the late 1 930s, when emigration from Hungary was allowed to resurne after the 

Great War. and Amencan immigration laws were made stricter. Canada became the 

destination of choice for migrating Hungarians, with Latin Arnerica and France second 

and third  respective^^.'^ From 192 1 - 1930. in fact. 18,000 Hungarians came to Canada, 

and many more would have joined them had not the Hungarian government then imposed 

severe restrictions on emigration.20 

Hun~arian Immigration to the US and canada" 

United States 

Canada 

The contrasts in reasons for emigration between the fint wave of Hungarian 

migration and those that came between the wars manifested themselves in the attitudes of 

the immigrants once on Canadian soil. The earlier peasant goup, which was escaping 

econornic hardship, had a "strong tendency to rnaintain the traditional ties to the family, 
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the village, and the church, and to the ethnic comrnunity long after ernigrati~n".'~ 

Furthemore, the earlier emigrants had every intention of retuming to their native land 

once they had saved enough money in  anad da.'^ The interwar emigrants, on the other 

hand, "disillusioned by wars and political strife, displayed less interest in community life 

and more in the pursuit of personal tÜ1filrnent'7.'" They in tum were not inclined to 

return to the country- from which they had escaped." 

At the tuni of the century, and panicularly after the Great War, Eastern and 

Southern Europe began to slowly catch up to the West in many aspects of society where 

they had previously lagged behind. The Hungarian nation, which had just broken fiee of 

the Dual Monarchy, was enjoying self-rule for the first time in centuries, and was at the 

forefront of this process of m~dernization.'~ For example, Europe's first subway line had 

been developed in Budapest, and other technological and industrial developments were 

keeping pace with the  est." As Bennett Kovrig noted: --innovation in the pure and 

social sciences and in literature, theatre, and journalkm went hand in hand wiîh a 

liberalism that looked to the West for lessons applicable to ~ u n ~ a r ~ " . "  Such 

advancements filtered down through al1 the classes of Hungarian society, and the changes 

were evident in the wave of immigrants that came to Canada in the intenvar period.. 

The immigrants of the interwar yem, fiorn the once 'backwards' regions of 

Europe, were increasingly more educated, and the Hungarians were certainly no 

" Bennett Kovrig. *The Magyars and their Homeland, in Dreisziger. ed., Stn~ggIe ond Hope, 15 
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exception. Many of the Hungarians who had arrived in Canada at the turn of the century 

were from rural areas, were illiterate, and were content to simply fit in as manual 

labourers, eam enough of a wage to support themselves and their families. and then 

return to Hungary. After 1920, however, Witeracy was an exception" arnongt the 

Hungarians amving in  anad da?^ This was likely due in large part to Canadian 

regdations of the time, which required that potential Hungarian immigrants were to 

corne from rural areas, settle in Canada's rural areas, but also be able to read.3v This 

group of Hungarians was still mostly male agicultural workers, who often lefl by 

themselves, with the intent of sending for the rest of their families when they had eamed 

enough money to do so. Many, however, were of higher classes, either land owners or 

aristocrats, who had lost their lands in the aftermath of the First World War's Treaty of 

Trianon. The aristocrats were able to enter under a 1923 Canadian immigration policy 

amendment which allowed those Hungarians with money to purchase farms in Canada. 

The previous Hungarian land owners were able to pass thernselves off as agricultural 

workers to the Canadian authorities, as they were able to answer the questions relating to 

agriculture quite easily, and many of them had purposely roughed up their hands to give 

them the appearance of having worked hard in the fields." Once in Canada, these 

memben of the higher classes were to be crucial in the urbanization of Hunganan 

Canadians, and in the developrnent of Hungarian communities in the cîties." 

- -  - 
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As previously mentioned, this interwar group was more likely to acculhirate than 

its predecesson. Still, only a handful chose to settle in large urban centres; most went 

instead to Ontario's south-western sugar beet and tobacco f m s ,  or to northem mining 

and lurnber towns. The Prairie regions were no longer the destination of ~hoice. '~ The 

immigrants who came to Canada between the world wars were still quite transient, 

moving initialty fiom area to area, as seasonal change and available work dictated. In the 

early years immediately following the Great War, therefore, it was still not possible for 

the Hungarian Canadians to establish strong, tight-knit communities with any great 

numben." 

Due in large part to increased education, urbanization, industrialization, and other 

social changes taking effect back in Hungary at that tirne, the immigrants of the 1920s 

and later had more of a desire and ability to compete econornically, establish their own 

businesses, and involve thernselves in buying and seiling real estate?' During the Great 

Depression of the 193Os, many of these Hungarian Canadians relocated to urban centres 

in pursuit of greater economic ~ ~ ~ o r t u n i t i e s . ~ ~  More Hungarians arrived in Canada 

dunng the 1930s.'~ They joined their Canadian counterparts in the large cities, and the 

urbanizing trend of Hungarian immigration was finally firmly established. 

"lan Lieban, *'Sena 69, Hungarian Canadian Papen". hzvrnroty of the M~dticdturrrl H I S ~ O ~ ) ~  Society of 
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Between 193 1 and 194 1, immigration accounted for only a small percentage of 

the total increase in Canada's Hungarian population, with an increased birth rate in 

Canada accounting for the majority of new Hungarïan Canadians. Fewer than 4,700, or 

only one-third of the total increase, were immigrants from ~ u n ~ a r y "  Sixtypercent of 

the Hungarian immi_p.nts of this time penod were women, who helped to slightly 

balance the previous majority of Hungarian males in Canada. In 1921, the rna1e:female 

ratio of Hungarians in Canada was still relatively even. By 193 1, however, the ratio had 

altered drastically to two males for every one female, due to the large nurnbers of single 

males, aged 20 to 30 years old, who had emigrated fiom Hungary in that decade.;' 

AImost al1 of the immigrants admitted in the 1930s were sponsored by their families 

already in Canada, as they were essentially the only people that the Canadian govemment 

was allowing in from Eastern Europe afier 193 1 ."O 

In 1936, Toronto's fiat Hungarian boarding house was established, quite by 

chance. A newly-amked wife of a Hungarian worker in Toronto was finally able to join 

her husband who had left for Canada a few years earlier. He was living in a rather nin- 

d o m  house with six other Hungarians, so the wife found herself suddenly cooking and 

cleaning for the lot. They were so grateful, however, to once again enjoy good 

Hunganan cooking, that they each willingly paid for their rneals. Soon, they were 

coming home for lunch as well, and others, who did not even [ive in the house, were 

accompanying them to enjoy the rneals, for which they also paid. At that particular time, 

3s C'rnnrs of C'cura&, 194 1, IV, Table 25; Dreisziger, Stntggle and H o p  144. 
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there were still no Hungarian restaurants, butcher shops, or groceiy stores, so for these 

immigrants. their fkiend's wife was a ~od-send.'" 

Towards the end of the 1920s and into the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  more boarding houses opened 

their doors and set their tables for Hungarians in Toronto. For the fint tiine, lines of the 

future Hungarian neighbourhood in the Spadina Avenue and College Street area were 

k ing  drawn. Joining the boarding houses were grocery stores, butcher shops, steamship 

agencies, churches, and sports clubs. The Hungarians ha4 however, come fiom such 

widely dispersed regions in Hungary that there was still not a feeling of unity as strong, 

for exarnple, as that experienced in Italian communities of that time.'l2 

The Hunganan immigrants had ais0 come fiom vanous religious backgrounds, 

which fürther hampered efforts at unity. As mentioned above, the first Hungarian 

churches were established at this time. The first Hungarian congregations organized in 

Ontario were Presbyterian, which were founded in Welland and Hamilton in 1926. Not 

until two years later were Roman Catholic churches founded, with one in Welland, and 

one in the gradually expanding Hungarian community of t or ont o.'^ Baptist, Lutheran, 

and Greek Catholic congregations fol lowed. Yet only the larger congregations had 

permanent ministers, due both to a lack of availability of qualified Hungarian ministers, 

and an inability during the Depression years to support thern? 

Throughout the 1930s, the urbanizing trend of the Hungarian Canadians 

escalated. By 194 1, Hamilton still had Ontario's largest Hungarian-Canadian population, 

" Interview of M.G.. the wife in question from tapes o f  the Multiculturai History Society of Ontario. as 
translateci by Carmela Patrïas, "Hungarian Immigration . . ." 23-27. 
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with 2,628 Canadians stating Hungarian origin in that year's census. Metroplitan 

Toronto was a close second by this point, however, with 2,5 1 1 ~un~arians." Montreal 

continued to have the largest concentration of Hungarians in Cana&, with a total 

Hungarian-Canadian population of almost 3,800."~ The 1930s also witnessed the 

Hungarian-Canadian communities of Canada beginning to lose their first-generation 

component. By 194 1.42% of Canada's total Hungarian-Canadian population was second 

generation."7 In Ontario, 3 1 % of the Hungarian Canadians were second generation.'8 

Because of the harsh economic climate in Canada in the years afier the 

Depression, newcomen from Hungary, who were expecting a life far superior, 

econornically and politically, to that left behind, were often very disappointed. Many of 

this group had no reason to embrace Canada% liberal capitalist ideology, and they fell 

instead into the amis of Marxist radicals, becoming a part of Canada's burgeoning 

Communist movement, where they could find " a  sense of belonging and a modicum of 

digniîy in their new s~rroundin~s". '~ 

As Dreisziger note4 these ne wcomers "becarne alienated fiom the old, 

conservative Hungarian associations and even turned against their own ethnic 

ch~rches".'~ The division between Catholics, Calvinists, and Lutherans widened, and the 

rift between the Lefi and Right, which was carried over in part fiom Hungaq, was also 

very bitter and deep. These differences were only aggravated by the terrible conditions 

4s Ctrm~s of C d ,  1 94 1. iI, Tables 3 3 & 34; Dreisziger. SmtggIt? and Hope 1 45 .  
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wrought by the Depression. The Hungarian community of Toronto, as small and 

disjointed as it was at that point in time, was only further weakened by such disunion. 

Toronto's Hungarian community was also far more spread out than similar communities 

in other big cities of  anad da" As with Montreal, Welland, and Hamilton, the 

Hungarians of Toronto settled around the city7s industrial and housing centres." In 

Toronto, however, this covered a much larger area, and meant that the Hunganans were 

more dispersed than their counterparts in the aforementioned cities. 

The angry quarrelling arnongst Hungarians within the few existing organizations 

in Toronto served only to make organized ethnic life unappealing to many other 

Hungarians. Such in-fighting repelled many mernbers of the community, and likely kept 

second-generation members away fiom ethnic Functions, "simpiy because they were tired 

and ashamed to çee so much bickenng and animosity within their ethnic c~rnrnunit~".~' 

In short, the ideological struggles which followed many Hungarians to Canada in the 

1930s further weakened the still fairly small and unorganized community of Hungarians 

in Toronto. It was upon this weak foundation that the next waves of Hungarian 

immigrants, culminating in the large goup of 1956-57. were to build a strong, proud 

community in Toronto. 

During the Second World War, immigration to Canada was halteci, and suspicions 

about the Hungarians in Canada were aroused again in the rest of the Canadian 

community. in 1941, Hungarian Canadians were listed as 'enemy aliens', and they were 

5 I Patrias, Patriots . . . 78. 
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not removed from that list until July of 1 9 4 7 . ~  The Hungwians in Canada, therefore, 

went out of their way in many instances to demonstrate loyalty to Canada, by supporting 

War Bond and Red Cross ~ e l i e f  programs.'5 

In the pst-war era, Hungarian immigration resumed again. Between 1946 and 

1953, approximately 12,000 Hungarians arrïved in Canada, escaping Europe's pst-war 

political turmoil, and the entrenchment of Soviet Communism in their native Hungary. 

Afier the war, the Canadian govemment had eased its strict immigration restrictions, 

returning roughly to its previous policy of the intenvar years; there were, however, still 

covert limitations within immigration policy, as previously disc~ssed'~, and the 

Hungarians were not beyond suspicion of king potentially dismptive lefi-wing forces. 

Desirable immigrants at that time included farm labourers, construction worken, 

and domestic servants. The Hungarians who came to Canada at that time were generally 

required to sign one-year contracts to work at such aforementioned jobs, and [ive in rural 

areas." As most members of this group were well-educated businessrnen, professionals, 

and students, from larger Hungarian cities, once their contracts had expired, they 

preferred settling in urban Ontario, with the majority favouring Toronto, where they 

could hopefully find work more suitable to their abilities." This group tended to 

strengthen the ethnic identity of Hungarian-Canadian communities, as they brought with 

" Susan M. Papp, "Hungarian Immigration Mer 1945". PdJphony vol.2. no.2-3 (1979-80): 45. 
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them, along with sheer numbers, a strong desire to maintain the Magyar language and 

culture,59 which were again being threatened back in their native land- 

Male Hungarians were once again over-represented in the group which 

immigrated to Canada between 1946 and 1953, with approximately 60% of the 

immigrants being men over eighteen years of age. Adult women constituted roughly 

30% of the group, and the rest were chikiren? Regarding the occupations and social 

classes of the immigrants, entirely accurate data are impossible to obtain, as many would 

have falsely represented thernselves as labourers or agricultural workers, so as to better 

their chances of admittance. The data that are avzilable, however, reveal that roughly 

35% were of the -'famine class", 2 1% were "unskilled and semi-skiiled, 15% were 

"skilled", and the rest belonged to various other official classifications, such as "female 

dornestic servant'?' 

Population of Huneariaos in Canada and 0ntario6' 

2921 2931 2941 1951 1961 

Canada 13,281 40,582 54,598 60,460 1 36,320 

Ontario 1,737 13,786 22,039 28,182 59,437 

% of Total 13 34% 40.4% 46.6% 47.1 % 

59 O'Bryan, I 1 .  
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After 1945, concerted efforts were made to strengthen Hungarian communities in 

Canada. Those who erniprated From Hungary afier the Second World War were needed 

by the aiready established Hungarian Canadians to support their communities. The 

former group needed the latter for assistance in gaining employment and finding 

homes6' The needs of the two groups thus compiemented each other. There was some 

class-generated hction, however, amongst the newly arrived Hungarian immigrants, and 

between them and some of the established Hungarian Canadians. Such conflict arose 

ficm the somewhat ironic reversal of fortunes between the classes. The poorest lower 

classes suddenly found in Canada an opportunity to eam a more than decent living, and 

thus they were able to thrive. The higher classes, on the other hand, were reduced to the 

same level that the lower classes had been elevated to, and they often had to rely on other 

lower-class Hungarian Canadians for as~istance.~ Members of the higher classes would 

therefore have been particularly interested in maintaining their cultural heritage of old, so 

as to provide them with some distinction from the mainstream middleclass society of 

Canada. The middle to lower classes were far greater in number than the upper classes, 

however, and, as sociologist John Berry argued, the increase in social status for those 

lower classes was an important factor in the ease of accu~turation.~~ 

Some organizations were founded by these pst-Second World War Hungarian 

immigrants, who so desired to maintain the culture and traditions of Hungary. One such 

organization which is still in existence is the Royal Hungarian Gendarmerie Veteran's 

-- - - 
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Benevolent Association, which helps to maintain the Gendarmerie Museum in ~oronto? 

Other organizations established at that time had an agenda of keeping Hungarian culture 

alive in the second generation of Hungarian Canadians. In that respect, the Hungarian 

Scouts Association founded its fint troop in Toronto in 1952. The Széchenyi Society 

was also established by the pst-Second World War immigrants. Its purpose was to help 

spread Hungarian education through the schools of Canada, and its efforts culminated 

with the endowment of the Chair of Hungarian Studies at the University of Toronto in the 

AIso established around this time, the Rakoczi Foundation has continued to 

publish handbooks, in English and Hungarian, highlighting Hungarian achievements of 

the past and present, to this very day. The organizee of the Foundation recognized the 

need to educate second-generation Hungarian Canadians, who generally did not have the 

skills to read the language of their parents, about the history and geography of Hungary, 

as well as the achievernents of Hungarians in literature, art, music, spon, and science.hx 

As author Jozsef J. vitéz Hamvas wrote in the latest of these handbooks: 

. . . this abundant treasure must be shared with the 
Hungarian youth, and the world. . . we have to be 
aware of our own worth. We have to know what 
the word Hungarian means. W e  have to inject our 
children with the pride and confidence that Hungarians 
are the equals of any other nation in the w o r ~ d . ~ ~  
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Hamvas' words represent both the fierce nationalism of the Hungarian people and their 

sense of insecurity following hundreds of years of oppression under foreign rule. 

The Hungarian revolt of October 23ra 1956, ended the "security mania for 

keeping rehgees from Soviet domination out of canada"." 'oeviously, strict measures 

to keep out immigrants fiom the USSR and its satellite countries were in place, as those 

immigrants would have been likely to retain godless, communist ideology. The 

Hungarian refugees of the failed revolt, however, were deemed to "hot present any 

security risk"'; quite to the contrary, as Whitaker noted, '-there is abundant evidence that 

these refbgees played a strongly anti-Communist role in the ethnic politics of major 

Canadian cities such as ~oronto"." 

Al1 of the efforts at developing and strengthening Hungarian communities after 

the Second World War were marginally successfid, yet there were still too many deep 

ideological rifts, as well as regional divisions, for a ûuly strong community to form. 

What was really needed at that point were the numbers of the 1956-57 wave of 

immigrants, and the common bond of sympathy and empathy that the Hungarian- 

Canadian community felt for their escaped brothen and sisten. By 1956, Canada's 

Hungarian community nurnbered approximately 70,000.~' The way had been paved for 

the some 10,000 more Hungarians who were to arrive in Canada from the end of 1956 to 

1958, having escaped the crushing Soviet oppression in their homeland. 

- - 
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The Migration of 195657 

With the failure of their attempt to overthrow the oppressive Stalinist e l m e ,  the 

Hungarïan revolutionaries, and other Hungarians who feared for their safetv, were forced 

to flee their homes. In fact, everyone interviewed for the present paper had stated fear for 

the safety of their families and themsetves, in the wake of the Soviets re-taking of 

Budapest in early November of 1956, as their main impetus for leaving Hung.. The 

depth of this fear was evident when some of the first Hungarian irnmipnts to land on 

Canada's east Coast womed that they had been tricked by the Russians and were actually 

in Siberia.' 

The Canadian govemment, and the Canadian people, Hunganan and non- 

Hungarian alike? were instrumental in easinç the transition of the escapees fiom their old 

homes to their new ones. There were many reasons for welcorninç the Hunprian 

refugees to Canada and Toronto at that time. The Canadian govemment had a decidedly 

anti-Communist outlook, thus accepting the refugees could further focus world attention 

on Russian atrocities. In fact, with the outset of the Cold War, "anti-Sovietism and anti- 

Communism became Iittle short of official creeds" in canada' Furthenore. the 

Hungarians were young and educated, and looked much like Canadians; and a shortage 

' "Planeloads of Hungarians Land at Gander. Some Fear It's Siberia". Toronto Ba+ Star (Toronto) 5 
December 1956: 1 .  
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of workers had been forecast for 1957, a void which could be adrnirably filled with the 

Hungarian immigrants. 

Reaction to the Hungarian October Revolution was nowhere stronger in Canada 

than in the HungarianCanadian community of Toronto, Ontario, which, by 1956, was the 

largest such concentration of Hunganans in Canada. At fim word of the uprising, the 

mernbers of Toronto's Hungarian-Canadian community did al1 in their power to aid the 

revolutionary cause of their people in Hungary. Rallies and demonstrations were 

organized in an effort to focus national and international attention on the events in 

Iiungary3 As an October 27th, 1956 headline read: -'Ontario Hungarians Plan Weekend 

Rallies To Protest Slaughter". The article went on to state that '-the uprising in Hungary 

is a desperate cry to the free world to enforce by positive actions the principles laid down 

in the U.N. and Atlantic charte& 

On October 27th, over 3.000 Hungarians in Toronto gathered at St. Elizabeth of 

Hungary's church? and then proceeded to City Hall, where they piaced a wreath in 

support of their c ~ u n t r ~ m e n . ~  A protest rally was also held in Ottawiq where a crowd 

some 2,500 strong tiled past the Russian embassy. The group was composed mostiy of 

Toronto and Montreal Hunganan Canadians, who were joined by empathetic Poles, 

Czechs, Ukrainians and others who had escaped from iron curtain c o u d e s  to start a new 

life in canadas6 Throughout the weeks following the revolt, and the crushing return of 

3 Audrey Wipper. -A Study of the Reactions of Hungarian Canadians to the Hungarian Crisis with Specid 
Emphasis on Activities in the Toronto Region" (A Defence Research Board Study Prepared for the 
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the Soviets, fl yers were distnbuted throughout Toronto, cal 1 ing on Hungarian Canadians 

to mite. One such flyer, advertising a meeting in Toronto's Massey Hall, in November 

of 1 956, exclaimed: "MMDEN MAGYAR OTT LEGYEN!" (Every Hungarian Be 

~ h e r e  ! )' 

Days after the October 33rd revolt, a voiunteer Force of some 3,000 fighters was 

recruited by the Legion of Freedom, a group established by Hungarian comrnunity leaders 

in Toronto, to join the battle in ~ u d a ~ e s t . ~  As of October 29th. 1,000 men had already 

signed on, with a total of 3,500 expected, to go overseas and assist the Hungarian rebels. 

A Toronto Globe und Mail photo in the October 3ûth edition shows a former British 

Amy commando, 34 year oid Rupert Kemp, signing on for service in the ~ e g i o n . ~  

Interestingly, oniy haff of the 3,500 volunteers were of Hungarian descent; the added 

interest, however, was likely sparked more by a hatred of comrnunism than by a feeling 

of solidarity with the Hungarians specifically. 

According to some Western officiais, the Western powers and the United Nations 

did not realistically have time to react and assist the revolutionaries. They were actually 

caught somewhat by surprise, or at least did not understand the explosiveness of the 

ideological clash."' The West was not well enough informe4 and the United Nations had 

not taken the revolution seriously enough initially." Of course others who were affected 

' Balint, Papen. MU 9528.02. 
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by the West's non-intervention would disagree, and claim that the West was fully aware 

of the situation, but chose to focus attention on the Suez cnsis instead, abandoning t h e  

Hunganans to their fate. This was the opinion of many of those interviewed, who were 

angered that the Western powen had never delivered on promises that they had made to 

the revolutionaries, via Radio Free Europe, whereby the revolutionanes were infomed to 

continue fighting as help was on the way." Regardless, the uprising was so quicWy 

cnished that the only relief which could be provided to the Hungarians was for those who 

had escaped, and for some of the wounded still in Hungary. 

Afier various failed attempts at developing a national organization to provide a 

voice for Hungarians in Canada, the Hungarian Canadian Federation (HCF) was formed 

in 195 1.  In that year. several Hungarian-Canadian leaders had attempted to draw the 

Canadian govemment's attention to the atrocities k ing  camed out by Hungary's Stalinist 

régime. At that point in time, Canadian prime minister Louis St. Laurent "suggested that 

a Hungarian Canadian Federation should be brought into being in order to lend more 

weight to such representations"." Not until the events of November 1956, however, and 

the resulting rallying cry of Hungarian Canadians against Soviet oppression in Hungary, 

did the HCF finally gain any influence. The HCF led the protests against the Soviets, and 

then Ird the relief effort for the victims in Hungary, and for those that had managed to 

escape. '' 
The Hungarian-Canadian community of Toronto was not alone in protesting the 

Soviet presence in Hungary, as the city's other residents and political leaders participated 

" Interviews with A 0  and F.B., for example. 
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in many demonstrations and relief dnves as well, in support of the Hungarian cause. 

Toronto mayor Nathan Phillips declared Saturday, December W h ,  1956 "Hungarian 

Relief Day", with an objective of raising S25,000 to "assure a happy Christmas to 

Hungarian refugees in ~ u r o ~ e " . ' ~  A concert, attended by the Mayor, was held in 

Convocation Hall at the University of Toronto in support of  the relief drive.'' Mayor 

Phillips expressed to the gathering that "al1 of us have been deeply shocked by the 

tragedy of Hungary . . . it is appalling to see such noble hopes crushed". He then read 

telegrams of sympathy fiom Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent, and from Ontario's 

Premier Leslie ~rost .  " 

Substantial results were achieved in the various financial reiief drives. Thousands 

of dollars were contributed, some of it before any organized dnves were even announceci. 

The Hungarian Jewish Association of Toronto, for example, called on all Canadian Jews 

to donate money for medical relief? The initial aim of the oficial Hungarian Relief 

Fund, which was begun in November of 1956, was $500,000, a figure which \vas easily 

reached and surpassed. In the papers of Gabriella Balint, a Hungarian Canadian living in 

Toronto, are receipt books and lists of contibutors to the Hungarian Relief Fund. Her 

records show that individuals were pledging anywhere fiom 62.00 to $1 50.00, and the 

names were certainly not ail of Hungarian origin.I9 AS early as December 13h, 1956, 

contributions to the relief fund had already reached $217,870.'~ A press release of 

" Toror~~o Bai& Star (Toronto) 7 December 1956: 8 Br 13 December 1956: 3 1 .  
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February 1 1 th, 1957 fiom the Canadian Hungarian Relief Fund stated that $5 12,000 had 

already been contributed. G.G. Temesvary, CO-chairman of the Relief Fun& and 

president of the Hungarian Canadian Federation, expressed that: 

1 feel sure the help gven to the refugees and the victims of 
the Hungarian revoit by the Canadian people . . . ml1 never 
be forgotten by these brave, unfortmate people. There is 
considerable work to be done in Europe and it is reassuring 
that Canadian contributions will mean our nation is doing 
its share." 

The cîty of Metropolitan Toronto had also donated a cheque for $10,000 to help put the 

total collected over the goal of $500,000." That $10,000 was believed to be the '-fint 

charitable gift ever made by Metro ~oronto".'~ 

Al1 of the various fund-raising drives were CO-ordinated under the control of the 

Hungarian Canadian Federation and the Canadian Red Cross, thus providing the dnve 

with direction and organization. Non-Hungarian Canadians were less inclined to initially 

donate to the cause of the Freedom-fighten; once the aim became assisting those who had 

escaped Hung- following the failed revolution. however, Canadians of al1 backgrounds 

contributed." Close to $900,000 was donated by the final tally. As Audrey Wipper 

accurately hypothesized, the emotion of the uprising, and the subsequent plight of the 

defeated revolutionaries, likely did more to ensure the campaign's success than any 

amount of organized fund-raising in Canada could." 

" Steinrnetz, Papen, MU 95 1 8.1 8. 
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" Tororttro L)ot!v Sm (Toronto) 5 December 1 956: 8. 
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Canada's Hungarian communities, and in paNcular Toronto's, suspended al1 

other activities as they charnelied their efforts into promoting the cause of the 

revolutionanes, and endeavoured to focus national and international attention on the 

plight of their fellow Hungarians. For example, racho station CKRi in Toronto organized 

an "Hungarian Blitz Day" on Saturday October Xth, 1956, in an effort to bnng news and 

infomtation regarding the situation in Hungacy to everyone in the greater Toronto 

listening area." Other stations which were also involved in the drive to draw focus on 

Hungary included CKEY, C m ,  CHUM. and the CBC." Further efforts to make othen 

aware of the Hungarian crisis were also being made by individuai Hungarian Canadians 

who were writing letters to the municipal, provincial, and federal govemrnents, as well as 

to international organizations, stressing the urgency of the revolutionary aim. Kalmin 

Balint, Gabnella Balint's husband, was one such individual who continually wrote to 

higher offices of Canadian and international authoritv, including Prime Minister Louis St. 

Laurent, and the United Nations. Balint even wrote to, and received a reply from, 

Princess Grace of Monaco, in his efforts to gamer international attention for the 

Hungarian cause.2x 

The emotional response of Canadians to the Hungarian crisis was immediate and 

high, due in part to Cold War fears; yet nothing could really be done in time to physically 

aid the revolutionanes. In a special session of the House of Comrnons, in the closing 

" Baiint. Papm. iMU 9528.08; included in her documents is a spreadsheet for C W K  dated October 28. 
1956. 
*' ihid 
'' Balint. Papen, MU 9528.09; here can be found replies to such letters fiom Kdmin Balint. one fiom T. 
Wainman Wood, St. Laurent's secretary, another fiom the United Nations, and the reply fiom Pnncess 
Grace' s personal secretary . 



weeks of 1956, Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent said that %vents in the Middle East [the 

Suez crisis] made it more difficult to marshal worid opinion in unanimous and vigorous 

condemnation of what was taking place in Hungary at that very moment. That is what 

we regrette&'." Once thousands of Hungarians had managed to escape, however, 

Canada was arnongst the leading nations providing aid, particularly to those who had 

made their way to Austria by November of 1956. On November 9th, 1956, Dr. R.A. 

MacKay, then Permanent Representative of Canada to the United Nations, reported to the 

General Assembly that: 

1 have k e n  authorized to state that Canada is ready to give 
priority to applications for immigration fiom Hungarian 
refugees; to contribute an additional 5 100,000 to the High 
Cornmissioner for Refugees, specifically for the aid of 
Hungarian refugees, and to contribute further $100,000 to the 
Canadian Red Cross for Hungarian relief? 

Thus the Canadian govemrnent opened the nation's doors to the fleeing Hungarians, and 

provided food and shelter for those still in the Austrian camps. 

Admittedly, the early focus of Canadian aid to the Hungarian refugees was for 

those who had made their way to Austn'a first, as that is the country to which most of the 

refugees had escaped. Initially? the 'corne as you are' policy which the Canadian 

government extended to Hungarians in Austia and other western nations was not offered 

to those in Yugoslavia, as Canada had -'no faciiities for a m g m g  any movement" of 

those refugees, wiless they were specifically sponsored by relatives already in canada." 

29 House of Comrnons De hales: Twetrry-second Par/iami?rit. h u t h  (3pecial) .%.ciion, Nov. 76, 1 Y36 - fart. 
8, 1957 (Ottawa: Edmond Cloutier, 1957) 22. 
30 Canada i epmtmmt  of Extemal Affairs, Staternm f s  und Speeches, No. 56/27, 2. 
3 1 Horlse of Cornmom Debutes: Ffth Sem-on - Twmty-second Par/iantt?nt. vo/.lll, 195 7 (Ottawa: Edmond 
Cloutier, 1957) 24 1 1 .  



It was not until November 8, 1957, that the Canadian govemment decided to admit 700 

Hungarians from Yugoslavian camps. At that time there were some 4,800 in those camps 

who wished to ernig-rate." Nevertheless, Canada was the first of the overseas countries 

to open its doors to Hungarians who were already in countries of second asylurn, such as 

Britain, France, and the Netherlands. This policy not only relieved the Hungarians who 

wished to make Canada their final destination, but also eased the strain on the second 

countries of asylum, as Hungarians were still arriving there daily fiom Ausrna and 

Canada continued to be instrumental in assisting Hungary, in many ways, late into 

1957. At the NATO meetings in Pans, from December 16th to 19th, 1957, future 

Canadian prime minister John Diefenbaker made an important contribution to the 

frarning of the NATO Declaration. On December 2 1 st, 1957, Diefenbaker reported the 

following to the House of Commons, regarding the NATO meetings: 

When the declaration was being drafted 1 had the honour 
to move that there should be the inclusions of a paragraph 
to give to those people, whether in the Ukraine, in Hungary, 
in Poland, in East Germany . . . the hope that the day will 
corne when they will be able to live in freedom; to let them 
realize that we have not forgotten and do not forget their 
heroism and their plight.3" 

Aside from assisting only the immigrants who had escaped to Canada, therefore. the 

Canadian govemrnent was still interested in ultimately providing a better life for those 

still overseas. 

" Hcnw of l~ommorts Debaius.- 7ivrttty-third PczrIiamettt. VOL 1. f 95 7-58 (Onawa: Edmond Cloutier. 19%) 
892-93. 
33 United Naliorts Review, vo1.4,no.2. 20. 
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The federal governrnent of Canada initially intended to offer $100,000 to help 

those Hungarians in European exile. That figure was then raised to $1,000.000 in early 

December of 1956, with S500,000 granted immediately, half to the Red Cross. and half 

to the United Nations Rehgee ~ornrnission.~' It was decided, however, that even that 

amount was too low, and was really only --conscience" r n ~ n e ~ . ' ~  Thus in the early 

rnonths of 1957, the Canadian govemment pledged S9,000,000 in aid, to be spent 

providing accommodation and suppon for those Hungarians who had escaped the cmsh 

of the Soviets, and subsequently sought refuge in canada3' Furthemore, the Canadian 

government set up temporary homes in Britain, France, and the Netherlands, until such a 

time as further transportation to Canada could be provided.3x The Canadian government 

eventually spent over S l4,OOO.OOO in aid of the Hungarian immigrants of 1956-57." Jack 

Pickersgill, the Canadian rninister of Citizenship and immigration at that time, penonally 

flew to Austia to ensure that everything possible was being done by his department to 

assist the Hungarian e s ~ a ~ e e s . ' ~  Mr. Pickersgill informed the Austrians upon his amval 

that "'We will take a11 the refuses who want to come to Canada, who are able to make 

the joumey and whorn we are able to absorb"';" thus policy was still somewhat tied to 

Mackenzie King's 1947 maim that immigration shouid be dependent on Canada's 

**absorpti ve capac i ty"." 

'' Toronto Boily S m  (Toronto) 7 December 1956: 14. 
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Immigration to Canada in general had eased up in the mid-1950s, thus there 

existed a sizeable cushion of space available for the influx of Hungarians who were to 

come in 1956-57. Mr. Pickersgill was able, therefore, to suggest that Canada should set 

no limit as to the nurnber of Hungarians allowed into the country. As there was a labour 

shortage predicted for Canada, due to the decreased immigration in the eariy 1950s. and 

considering that the '56ers were, for the most part, young, educated, professional males, 

representing the --brightest and best of Hungary's urban population'?,J3 Mr. Pickengill 

was elated at the prospect of the Hunganan escapees becoming members of Canadian 

society. It was thus that he  described the Hunganans as '"exactly the kind of people we 

want . . . young and healthy and eager for a new iife",u and he assessed the situation as 

.'an immigration minister7s dream come tr~e".~' 

John Yaremko, the MPP for Toronto Bellwoods at that time, aiso visited Austria 

in early December, to get a first-hand look at the potential funire Torontonians. Upon 

witnessing the Hungarian men, women, and children awaiting departure at the Austrian 

airfield, Mr. Yarem ko exclaimed: 

Why these can't be refugees: they're just like the people I was 
meeting on Bloor St. and King St. a couple of days aga Talk 
about ideal material for Canadian citizenship - these people 
really are Canadians. Once they learn the language they look 
like a cross section of Canadian life."' 

" Susan M. Papp, 'LFlight and Sertlement: The '56en". Polyphoqv vo1.2. 110.2-3 (1979-80): 66. 
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Mr. Yaremko went on to forecast that "when Toronto meets hem [the Hungarian 

immigrants], it will realize just what a marvellous contribution they can make to the 

fiiture of our countqF7 

A Department of Citizenship and Immigration had been established in Canada in 

1950.~' In 1952, a new Immigration Act was enacted, clearly stating that immigration 

was a privilege, not a right. The "modem" 1952 Act and its regulations were extremeiy 

restrictive and control~riented.~~ The Act's imperfections led Canadian immigration 

policy expert Freda Hawkins to criticize it as a "poor and illiberal piece of Iegislation 

which was dificult to administer".jO And so it was that in 1956, new regulations were 

added in an attempt to repair some of the perceived problems with the ' 5 2  ~ c t . "  

The major addition of 1956 was a section which stipulated that only members of 

four distinct categories, arranged in a hierarchicai order from most to least welcome, 

would be pennitted to land in Canada. The categories and their order were as follows: 

At the top were unsponsored British subjects fiom the 
United Kingdom and the white Commonwealth, as well 
as those of Amencan and French orign; second were un- 
sponsored immigrants from specified western European 
countries; third were a broad range of sponsored relatives 
from Europe, Amerka, and a few middle eastern countries: 
at the bottom was a residual category designed to restrict 
Asians to sponsored cl ose relatives without indicati ng that 
intention openly." 

47 Ibid. 3 .  
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Unsponsored Hungarians did not fit any of these categories. As Reg Whitaker clarifieci, 

however, in Cànudiun Immigration Polrcy Since Confe Jerution, the tec hnicalities of the 

new immigration policy placed a great degree of discretionary control in the han& of 

politicians, and so it was that the Hunganan refugees of 1956-57 were able to find their 

way to Canada, and make this land their new home?' 

In November of 1956, the Canadian govemment eased immigration reshictions 

significantly for the Hungarian escapees. Initially, a program of assisted passage was 

begun, whereby successful Hungarian applicants would repay the cost of their passage to 

Canada once they were settled in. Medical requirements were also curtailed. By the end 

of November, however, the federal govemment of Canada had decided to take on the full 

cost of transporthg the displaced Hungarians to a new home in canada." To a large 

rxtent, the generous Canadian policy towards the Hungarians was shaped by international 

expectations, as such a large country with such a small population, hoping to become an 

equal partner on the world stage, was looked to by the rest of the world to accept 

Displaced Penons and refugees.'' By assisting the Hungarians who had escaped their 

land in 1956-57, the Canadian govemment also seized the oppomuiity to make the 

Soviets look worse in those Cold War days, as greater international attention was focused 

on the plight of the refugees. 

Free transportation was provided for those Hungarians who desired to settle in 

Canada, and admission procedures were greatly simplifie4 with essentially an open- 

'3 Ibid, 18. 
'" Papp. "Flight and Settlernem . . ." 65-66. 
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door, -corne as you are' policy being exercised? Not al1 who came had taken advantage 

of the fiee passage, however, as sorne had obtained air-fare from relatives already in 

canada?' As of December 3 1 st, 1956, only Canada, France, and the United Kingdom 

had set an uniimited quota for receiving Hungarian immigrants. By that time, 7,635 of 

the Hungiuians had already arrived in Canada. The United States had received the most 

Hungarians outside of Europe at that point, with 19,688 choosing the 'land of the free', 

but the American govemment had set a strict quota of 21,500.'~ As of January Xth, 

1957, 9,9 13 Hungarians were recorded as having arrived in Canada after having escaped 

the afiermath of the failed revolution. Of that group, 3,382 had gone to ~n ta r io . '~  By the 

end of 1957, over 36,700 Hungarians had been admitted to Canada. Following that time, 

there were only small nurnben entering Canada, with another 2,723 amving in 1958, of 

whom 799 went to ontario? By March of 1960, a total of 37,777 Hungarians had been 

officially welcomed into this country6 * 

The Canadian govemment did not want the Hungarian immigrants to clurnp 

together in any one area of Canada, for fear that if they did, the immigrants would be less 

easily integrated into Canadian society. ft was with that in mind that the government 

officiais "scaîtered the refugees across the country7-. As Jack Pickersgill noteci, however, 

.-a lot of them got back to Toronto just the ~ame".~' Almost al1 of the penons 

interviewed for the present paper landed on the east-coast of Canada first, at either 

' 6  Dreisziger, Smggle mzd Hope 205. 
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Halifax Gander or Goose Bay, and then proceeded to their destinations. One of the 

individuais could not understand why she and her family were sent to Vancouver, as it 

simply inconvenienced hem, for they then turned around and headed back to Toronto 

straight a ~ a ~ . ~ '  Another individual, who was sent to Winnipeg first, only made it to 

Toronto, his original destination, eight yem later? 

Most of the Hungarian immigrants had corne from Budapest and other larger 

Hungarian cities, and despite often being directed elsewhere by immigration officiais 

upon arriva1 in Canada, this group tended towards the big cities, with Toronto k i n g  their 

favourite destinati~n-~j Indeed, of the first 120 refugees who Ianded at Halifax, on 

December 17th, 1956, none stayed in Nova Scotia, as ail of them boarded a train for 

 oro ont o.^ The Hungarian immigrants of 1956-57 thus reinforced the urbanizing trend of 

the previous Hungarian Canadians who had made Canada their home. Like their people 

before them, the new group of Hungarians settled in industrialized provinces, in 

particular Ontario, and large cities, in particular Toronto. In fact, nine out of every ten 

Hungarians who arrived in 1956-57 made their homes in major cities. Neariy 8,700 of 

them, or just over twenty percent of al1 who were admitted by 1960, settled in Toronto 

alone. more than doubling the Hungarian population of the city. Aller the arriva1 of the 

'56ers, therefore, the urban:niral ratio of Hungarians living in Canada increased to 3: 1 .67 
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By 1971, over fi@ percent of Canada's Hungarian immigrant population Iived in 

  or ont o.^' 

N.F Dreisziger noted that "professional and intellectual elernents were over- 

represented" arnongst the Hungarian immigrants.69 There were many engineen, doctors, 

and technicians in the 1956-57 group. There were also many skilled workers, while there 

were very few agricultural workers. This was evident in the group interviewed, in which 

there were many skilled worken, including enpineers, and most had a certain degree of 

secondary and university edu~ation.'~ The Hungarian immigrants were not alone, 

however, in their high percentage of professionals and ski1 led workers. As Toronto's 

Globe und hluii reported, "about half the immigrants . . . who amved in Canada in the 

first eight months of 1956 [of a total of 98,7611 had some training in a profession or 

tradë.' ' 
Of the many thousands of Hungarians who had escaped their country's political 

turmoil, a large percentage were fairly Young. Indeed, almost one-third of those who 

came to Canada in 1956-57 were under the age of twenty-four, and only approximately 

5,000, or roughly thirteen percent, were over forty-five years old." The median age of 

the Hungarian immigrants who arrived between 1 956 and 1 96 1 was 25.7 years o ~ d . ' ~  The 

median age of those interviewed for the present study, upon their amval in Canada, was 

68 O I B I y ~  37. 
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20.8 years old. Thousands of the refugees were university students, hoping to End 

careers as profess io~~s .  '' 
Jack Pickersgill had made a concerted effort to bring the young Hungarian 

students to Canada. Other countries did not want the students, as they preferred the older 

males who would get jobs straight away; Mr. Pickersgill, on the other hand, recognized 

the value of the students as a future resource. In that respect, the Minister of Citizenship 

and Immigration bent the rules a little, as he related: 

1 asked my deputy rninister to telephone Viema - off 
the record . . . the policy we had adopted was first - 
corne, first-served. Whoever showed up in the queue 
was interviewed ri& away. Tell the immigration 
oficials, 1 said that I want them to try, without being 
too obvious, to et al1 the students to the front of the 
queue every day. Pj 

Mr. Pickersgill was then able, with the assistance of a few influential people back in 

Canada, to get the students placed in almost every university in   ana da.'^ 

As early as December 4th. 1956, a îoronro l l a ( i . 7  9ar  headline read: --May Give 

Refugees Free College Study", and in the article, a Toronto professor, J.S. Morgan 

confirmed that some Canadian universities were expected to provide free entry and 

tuition for at least fi@ Hungarian refûgee students at that point in Sidney Smith, 

then president of the University of Toronto, revealed, however, that his univenity would 

make no special concessions for the many Hungarian engineering students who were still 

in the Austrian refugee camps. Those students would be accepted only upon examination 

74 Dreisziger, "Immigration and Re-migration" 37. 
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of their academic standings, and if accepted, they would then join the regular English- 

speaking curriculum. Many of the students thus chose to stay in western Europe, where 

some univenities were making special arrangements for them. Eventually 110 of the 

Hwigarian engineering students did enrol at the University of Toronto; their tuition was 

paid for by the govemment of ~ntario." 

The sudden influx of young Hungarians had an immediate effect on the dynamics 

of the Hungarian-Canadian population, in that the Hungarian community experienced a 

'baby-boom' of its own. Of the 116,220 Hungarians in Canada by 196 1, 69,450 were 

male and 56,770 were female. The zero-to-four age group had the highest representation, 

and they of course would al1 have been bom in the years of arriva1 and immediately 

following 1 %6-57.79 

In 1956-57, the sex ratio of Hungarians arriving from overseas. measured in terms 

of number of men per one-hundred women, was by far higher than any other immigrant 

group. The figures were 187.4 men for every one-hundred women for 1956, and 173.7 

men for every one-hundred women for 1957. The next highest immigrant group was 

measureci at 148.1 men per one-hundred women, and 141 men per one-hundred women 

r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ~  The circumstances of the sudden escape, coupled with the Hungarians 

who most urgently felt a need to flee immediately, narnely those who were most directly 

involved in the fighting, Iikely created the sex ratio imbalance. 

As there was such a disparity in the sex ratio, the Hungarian men were not 

afforded the Iuxury of searching only for a Hungarian spouse once in Toronto, even if 

713 Dirks, 205-06. 
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they were so inclined to restrïct themselves. Thus they were necessanly less averse to 

intermarriage with other peoples than were other immigrant groups, such as the Italians. 

Marrying non-Hungarians has become simply another step in the process of acculturation 

for the Hunganan immigrants." Within the group interviewed for the present study, 

almost onequarter have or had spouses of non-Hungarian origin. As was previously 

mentioned, the Hunganans have had a hinory of intermamage with other cultures since 

their first days in Europe in the 1" century A.D.~' 

The Hunganans who had anived in Toronto in 1956-57 were of a diverse 

religious rnakeup. There were Roman and Eastern-rite Catholics, as well as Calvinist 

and Lutheran Protestants, who were further divided into those who joined the United 

Church of Canada, and those who remained with the Presbyterian Church. Other 

Protestant sects were also representeci, as were Hungarian ~ e w s . ' ~  In fact, of the pst-war 

Hungarian immigrants, by 1961 67.2% were Roman Catholic, 1.7% joined the United 

Church, 7.1 % were Presbyterian, and for the first time there was a significant number of 

Iewish Hungarian immigrants at 8.3%? This corresponded roughly with 1959 figures 

relating to the approximately 14,000,000 Hungarians in the world at that time, whereby 

55% were Roman Catholic, 5% were Greek Catholic, 35% were Calvinists or Reformed i 

Presbyterian, 8% were Lutheran, 7% were Baptists and Unitanans, and 5% were Jews. 85 

There were actually nearly 7,000 Jews of Hungarian descent who had escaped to  Canada 

8 1 Jean Burnet & Howard Palmer. "Coming CurlLUjiwu' " (Toronto: McCIclland and Stewart. 1 988) 
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from Hungary during the r e m  of the Soviets. As a goup they were highly urbanized, 

and îhey were drawn to the main centres of Jewish-Canadian culture, namely Toronto, 

and to a lesser extent ~ o n t r e a l . ~  A closer study of the Jewish Hungarians who 

immigrated to Canada is not within the scope of the present paper, but would certainly 

serve as a worthwhile study for future scholars. 

More important, and more dificult, than getting the escaped Hungarians to 

Canada in the first place, was the fact that the Hungarian-Canadian community and the 

Canadian government were faced with the responsibility of integrating the newcomers 

into Canadian life once they had amved. In that respect, and to that end, the various 

levels of the Canadian govemment were very helpful. As a Toronto Duily Star editorial 

reminded: "The first plane load of Hungarian refugees . . . is due in Toronto tomorrow 

[Dec.6] Are we ready to receive them? . . . This is no tirne for politi~s?7 The 

newspaper's editor called on al1 political parties, organizations, and Torontonians in 

general to help with clothes, food, jobs, and accommodations. Indeed, at al1 levels, the 

opposing political parties were in agreement as to the govemment policy adopted, and 

the amount of aid allocated to the Hungarian cause. The new Conservative govemrnent, 

which took power fecierally in June of 1957, picked up where the Liberals had lefi off 

with regards to the Hungarian immigrants. The importance of such coordination and co- 

operation amongst the various political parties and levels of govemment should not be 

underestimated when assessing the ease with which the Hungarians were integrated into 

Canadian societyx8 
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In the case of the Hungarian immigrants who chose to go to Toronto, the federal 

government and the govemment of Ontario collaborated to share the initial costs of 

housing, clothing, and health care for al1 of the newly arrived Hungarians. Furthemore, 

reception centres were established by Queen's Park, where the Hungarian immigrants 

without families in the city could remain until they were able to find work and altemate 

accommodation." Donald C .  MacDonald, Ontario CCF. leader, comrnended the Frost 

government "'for it's [sic] forthright action in helping Hungarian victims of Soviet 

t e r r~ r" ' .~  MacDonald emphasized however, that more needed to be done to provide 

homes for the Hungarian immigrants at low rental levels." The Toronto Welfare council 

created a guide for those wanting information about individual refugees, and for those 

wishing to offer aid in the fom of jobs, accommodations, clothing, or cash donations." 

The newly arrived immigrants were made to feel welcorne and cornfortable 

immediately upon their landing in Canada, as they were greeted by Hungarian Canadians 

dressed in colourful traditional Hungarian costumes, who were accornpanied by RCMP 

officers in full ~niform.'~ Newspapers confmned the warm geetings, as various 

headlines read --456 Showered With Gifis, Refugees Bewildered" and "Halifax To Pu1 1 

Out Toronto rnayor Nathan Phillips geeted a group of newly arrived 

Hungarians in their native tongue with the words " 1 s ~ ~  Hozrrr7', --God brought 

As one individual noted, and this was echoed by others as well, '-we were welcomed 
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w-ith open arms . . . the Canadian people were very interested in our cause, ve- friendiy, 

very helpfulY?' 

A number of the early immigrants reaching Toronto were met at the Malton 

airport by officiais of the Red Cross, gwen complete medical examinations. clothing if 

needed, and were then assigned to emergency Hungarian Canadians 

and fhends from Toronto also set up reception centres and car pools from the airport. 

They provided food, clothing, and temporary shelter for those whom the govemment had 

missed. Furthemore, they offered assistance in finding apartments, fumiture, and jobs.9x 

The first official reception centre was at the St. Elizabeth of Hungary Roman Catholic 

Church where clothng transportation. and accommodations were provided. As more 

Hungarians arrived, the provincial govemment of Ontario O ffered further assistance, 

opening two more reception centres in   or ont o.'' 

Toronto churches were in fact instrumental in providing aid for the Hungarians. 

In an address to over 1,000 newly arrived Hungarian immigrants, Toronto's Cardinal 

McGuigan stated that "it is our duty to help our most recent immigrants in their pursuit of 

happiness in a new land . . . [it is a] sacred obligation"." The aforementioned St. 

Elizabeth of Hungary Roman Catholic Church was particularly active in the dnve to 

provide a pleasurable home for the new Canadians. Denomination was not a concent, as 

any who required aid received it. Even after initial assistance in the fonn of food, 

shelter, clothing, and other amenities, churches continued to lend support with 

94 Inteniew with C.O. 
97 Toror~to Dai& Smr (Toronto) 6 December 1956: 2. 
98 Dreisziger, Smggfe wtd Hope 206-07. 
" Papp. '*Fight and Senlement . . ." 69. 
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counselling and language training. They also often acted as intermediaries between the 

Canadian authonties and those Hungarians who were still leaming the customs and laws 

of Canada.'"' Several individuals interviewed acknowledge that St.Elizabeth7s was 

indeed instrumental in providing them with assistance in gaining a foothold in Toronto, 

and some of them still attend mass regularly at the Roman Catholic church."' 

Language training was also available beyond the churches and the Hungarian 

cornmunity in general. As previously noted, non-Hungarian Canadians were also 

involved in rendering assistance to the new HungarianCanadians. For instance, the 

University of Toronto offered services and accommodation to some of the Hungarian 

immigrant students, in order that they couid quickly Ieam English, and become better 

acquainted with Canadian univenity life and practiccs.'*' One of the subjects 

interviewed took full advantage of such assistance, at first taking a night course at the 

university, and then upon completion, she was offered a job with the faculty she had been 

studyinç under.lW Many younger Hungarians were able to attend regular grade schools 

in Toronto only a few days after having arrived in the ci@. Classmates and teachers were 

happy to help the newcomers. As one newspaper headline reported: "Language Bamer 

Overcome By ~riendliness",'~' and another: -*Hunganan Refugee Girls Capture Schools 

Heart". 

101 Dreisziger, Smiggfe a d  Hope 207. My interviews confirmeci the extent of assistance rendered by 
cburches. and many are eternally gratefi.11 for the initiai aid they received. 
102 InteMews with M.T., B.T., B.P., F.B.. and others. 
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Coinciding roughly with the mass amval of Hungarians, the International Institute 

of Metropditan Toronto was established in October of 1956. 'O7 Its purpose was to aid 

immigrants with translations, and help them to gain employment. In general, the Institute 

would help ease the transition of the immigrant into the lifestyle of Canada, while not 

"completely divorcing him fiom his p s t  lifestyle and culture . . . the lnstitute was a place 

7 ,  108 where old and new cultures could meet and blend . Although the Institute was not 

established solely for the purpose of accommodating the Hungarian immigrants of 1956- 

57, they were the largest group arriving in Canada at that time which could utilize its 

facilities, although none of the people interviewed for this study had been aware of the 

Institute at the tirne of their arrivai. 

Further efforts towards a similar end were evident in the work of one Kalmkn 

Balint, a Hungarian Canadian who had already been living in Toronto for a number of 

years previous to the arrival of his newly displaced brothers and sisters. Balint and his 

wife Gabnella, were very active in the Hungarian comrnunity of Toronto. Kalman 

established and edited the journal KLp& Vzlughirudo (Iiiustraied U'urid /irview) in 

1957, to serve the needs of the Hungarian immigrants in a variety of ways, which 

included providing valuable information regarding Canadian laws and customs, as well 

as general information about the Western ~ o r l d . " ' ~  He also established the M u g p r  

Sporthzrud6 (Hunguriun Sports News) in Toronto in 1952, and he and his wife 

contributed many works to the University of Minnesota's Hunganan collection.''" 

1 O7 R. Nickerson, Inrwrtory of rhe Pupers of rhe /nterrratiot~I Irzstirure of Merropolitari Toronto ( May 
1993): 1. 
'OX Ibid 
'O9 Balint. Papers. MU 9528.14. 
' ' O  lhid 



The Canadian govemment had k e n  instrumental in aiding the transport of 

Hunganans from various European centres of exile to Canada during the crisis of 1956- 

57, by providing the necessary planes and airfare. Canadians had also provided some 

material relief for the refugees, in the forms of food and clothing, both oveneas and once 

in Canada. Hungarian Canadians themselves, however, had played the inestimably 

important role of easing the anxiety of their fellow Hungarians, and making them feel as 

welcome as they would have their own kin, and easing their integraion into Canadian 

society. lndeed it has been suggested that the reception was as of relatives taking in their 

own family. l This sentiment was also expressed in several of the interviews conducted 

for this research. One of the individuais who had found immediate comfort at St. 

Elizabeth's church in Toronto, expressed that '-it was like one big family right from the 

beginning", and she has continued to work at the church on a volunteer basis to this 

day.'" 

True to Jean Burnet and Howard Palmer's observations, like other welt-educated 

middle-class immigrants of the pst-war era, the Hungarian immigrants of 1956-57 did 

not concentrate heavily in any one area of Toronto. ' l 3  Rather, like other immigrants of 

their shared social backgrounds, Hungankms "quickly spread out into parts of urban areas 

r *  II4 where others of their occupation, educational level, and tastes were located . As the 

Hungarians spread throughout the city, so too did their institutions. The Hungarian 

House moved f?om its College Street location to the StClair and Oakwood area; and the 

I l 1  Kidy, 41 7. 
112 InteMew with J.G. 
113 Bumet & Palmer, 4 1-44. 
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St. Elizabeth Roman Catholic Church eventually relocated to what is now North York, on 

Sheppard Avenue, just west of Bayview. 

In their early years in Toronto, however, many newly amved Hungarians did tend 

to shop and live in the Hungarian community around the Spadina Avenue - College Street 

area, a community which later stretched to Bloor and Bathurst Streets. A hand-drawn 

map of the area was provided for many of those who had just arrived in Toronto, 

highlighting such useful locations as important streets, the Toronto Hungarian House. the 

immigration office, and a book store. Also on the map was a list of everyday phrases, 

translateci into phonetic Hungarian representations of the English words. ' ' j  

The newly amved immigrants also attended Hungarian churches, and frequented 

Hungarian sports clubs and comrnunity centres. The Hungarm Sports Club of Toronto 

actually sent John Kiss, one of their ieading members, to the refugee camps in Europe to 

entice Hungarian soccer stars and other athletes to find a new home in Toronto. ' l h  One 

individual interviewed for the present study, who frequented Hungarian sports bars and 

community centres, stated that he had actually "gotten into a nit", whereby he spent his 

fint three yean without really having to leam English, as he could always spend his tirni: 

with other Hungarians at such clubs and centres. He eventually became hstrated with 

spending al1 his time exclusively with other Hungarians, and relying upon translators, 

whose English was linle better than his own; he therefore moved to the West Coast, where 

he knew no one, and was thus forced to learn the language quickly to survive.'17 

'" The rnap's phonetic nanslatiom thm required furcher translation, which 1 have done. Se+ A l .  
i l 6  "Soccer Seeks Hungarian Refûgees", Toronto Dai& Sfm (Toronto) 3 December 1956: 18. 
' 1 7  Interview with J.L. 



It was generally fairly easy, however, for the 1956-57 group to integrate, due in 

large part to the nature of their departure. The hardships that they had faced in order to 

make it to Canada gamered great sympathy from other Canadians, Hungarian and non- 

Hwgarian alike. Upon her arriva1 in Toronto, one individual remarked how she re-told 

her story of escape countless times to Canadian CO-workers and fiends, who always 

seemed genuinely fascinated, and did not tire of her tales.l'"ith such sympathy and 

interest came support, often in the form of more jobs, and oppominities for increased 

educahon. Many of the younger Hungarian students, for example, were able to get 

scholanhips to Canadian universities. ' l 9  As a group, then, the Hungarian immigrants of 

1956-57 came to feel comfortably integrated into Canadian society. '" 
In K.G. 07Bryan's 1973 study of Canadian multiculturalism, only 14% of first- 

generation Hungarians identified themselves as solely 'Hungarian'. Meanwhile, 54% of 

the same goup saw themselves as 'Hungarian Canadians', or 'Canadians of Hunganan 

Origin', and 30% considered themselves to be purely Tanadian'."' The figures for the 

Hungarians coincided roughly with the averages for the ten ethnic groups of O'Bryan's 

study: 24% chose solely their ethnic group, 5 1% were ethnic-Canadian or Canadian of 

et hnic orign, and 23% identified themselves as purely Canadian. "' These statistics are 

at a slight variance with those of the present study in which, amongst the fint generation 

Hungarians interviewed, one of the fourteen identified themselves as solely 'Hunganan', 

'IR Interview with F.L. 
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twelve chose 'Hungarian Canadian', and one person considered themself Tanadian' 

only. This slight discrepancy is likely due to the smaller sample size of the present study. 

Of O'Bryan's second generation subjects, none considered themselves 

'Hungarian' only, 38% chose 'Hungarian-Canadian', and 62% identified themselves as 

solely Tanadian'."' The Hungarian group was, once again, not very far off the averages 

of second generations fiom the ten immigrant groups of O'Bryan's study, whose nurnbers 

were: 50h ethnic group only; 3596 ethnic-Canadian; and 59% Canadian only. Again, 

less desire to be considered 'Hungarian' only by first- and especially second-generation 

Hungarian Canadians has k e n  due in most part to a desire to simply 'fit in' and Iead 

productive lives as Canadian citizens. "' 
There were, of course, other factors at play, and those become more evident when 

questioning whether one considers themselves to be -Hungarian0, 'Hungarian-Canadian', 

or 'Canadian'. For example, one 'Hunprian-only' response From the interviews for the 

present study was due not to an intense love for the homeland, but rather to bad 

experiences upon amval in Canada, and a continued disdain for the country ever ~ i n c e . " ~  

On the other hand, one 'solely-Canadian' response was due simply to the young age of 

the respondent upon amva! in Canada, and had nothing to do with hying to integrate and 

develop a feeling of having .made it'.I2"he response to this question is also, to an 

extent, a reflection of the respondents integration into Canadian society, for self-identity 

l 3  Ibtd 
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may be included with the leaming of the native Ianguage, inter-mamage, or adoption of 

Canadian customs, as indicators of acculturation. 

Despite the fact that the reception for the newly amved Hungarians in Toronto 

was warm and generous, many experienced problems with the fmdamental differences in 

lifestyle and political h e w o r k  between their new home and their old. Some of the 

immigrants experienced great psychological stress, having left the ordered state of 

communist controi, where the governrnent saw to vimially al1 their needs, to arrive in 

Canada where freedom, big-city cornpetition, and disparity existed in society. Many 

adapted Some of those who could not adapt expected the federal and provincia 

govemments to "take care of them, give them a job, tell them what to do, house them 

feed them, and rnake al1 decisions for them". "' 
Apart fiom the matenal assistance gxven in the fom of food, clothing, and in 

some cases fumishings, al1 Hungarians who had escaped their homeland and reached the 

safety of Canada received one initial handout of five dollars from the Canadian 

govemment. Some who arrived later received cash upon arriva1 as well, but it was often 

from the Salvation Amy rather than the Canadian govemment."' In the case of 

necessity only, a11 immigration officers receiving the Hungarian immigrants were 

authorized to allot pocket money up to a maximum of five dollars monthly for adults 

over sixteen years of age.'19 Sorne of the newly arrived immigrants were, therefore, not 

surprisingly expecting that such assistance wouid continue. 

-- 

'" E. K. Koranyi. et al. '&On Adaptive Difficuities of Some Hungarian Immigrants" Medical Service.~ 
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The assistance that the Canadian governrnent first provided led many of the new 

Hungarian Canadians to believe that they were set for a life of ease. After a while, as 

reality set in, many had an opportunity to second-guess their depamire, which had been 

so hasty and not always well thought out."' According to one çuch individual: m y  older 

brother, who was already in Toronto, wrote home often, telling of how easy and 

wonderhl life in Canada was, and how anyone could make it rich in Toronto"."' In 

reality, this individual's brother had been guilty of slight embellishments, later admitting 

that he had been txying to impress his family back in Hungary, in an effort to justify his 

earlier departure. Thus his younger brother's expectations of Toronto were quite high, as 

was his subsequent disappointment upon amval due to his inability to find work in his 

trade. 

Although many steps had k e n  taken by Hungarian Canadians and other 

Canadians alike to ease their transition into Canadian society, the Hunçanan immigrants 

of 1956-57 were not well received by everyone.l3' The following letter to the editor of 

the 7bronto Dudy Stur on December 1st- 1956 was typical of other letten which 

appeared around that tirne: 

It was with a great deal of disgust that 1 read the statement by 
Immigration Minister Pickersgill that any Hungarian refùgee 
can corne to this country - no screening, no medical test, etc. 
It does not matter whether they will al1 be desirable citizens or 
not; not important whether there may be Russian spies planted 
among these people. They c m  be sick and not able, but that 
doesn't matter. We will take them anyway, and what7s more 
we will pay the cost. 13' 

I JO Dreisziger, Stntggle wtd Hope 209. 
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132 Hotise Debares, 1957 v.1 672-73; v.111 2403. 
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ho the r  letter expressed that, if the immigrants had to be accepted then they should be 

*'thoroughly indoctrinated into our Canadian way of life". 'jJ 

Some Canadians were womed tbat the newly arrived immigrants were being 

randornly thrown into the work force, potentially taking jobs from other Canadians and 

frorn veterans. 13' Their worries were not always unjustified, as was evidenced in a Globe 

und Mail article of January, 1957, which read --. . . some employen are dismissing 

Canadian workers and hiring Hungrian refugees at lower salaries".i36 To quote one of 

the individuals inteniewed for the present study: "in general they [Canadians] were kind 

and helpful; but some were prejudiced and not very helpfûl, especially classrnates, people 

at work, and Iater neighbours". 13' 

Some of the Hungarians already living in Toronto also had concems about the 

arriva1 of the '56en. As one individual mentione4 there was, at tirnes, a definite chasm 

in the Hungarian community of Toronto between what were popularly referred to as the 

"r& K U ~ C I ~ ~ . S "  and the "zij Kanadch", literally the "old Canadians" and the "new 

c ana di ans".'^' AAer their initial warm reception for the escapees, rnany already 

established Hungarians began to feel a resentment toward them. The established group 

saw the newcomers receiving benefits that they had never received themselves. They 

also had to stand by and observe as the new Hungarian Canadians received al1 the praise 

and sympathy as -martyrs'."' In turn, the '56ers felt that the established group had 

. - --  
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become too 'Amencanized', and were not keeping their tradition alive. The older 

Hungarian Canadians, rneanwhile, felt that the newcomers were sometimes reflecting 

badly on Hungarians as a group, as they required so much initial aid.lJU And in one 

instance, some members of the established group released a notice directed at some 

newly arrived HungarianCanadian workers who were crossing picket lines in Etobicoke, 

a suburb of Toronto. The former were demanding that the latter stop their strike- 

breaking, as they were giving a bad name to al1 Hungarians. lJ1 

Previously mentioned denominational differences were also a cause for some 

tension between the Hungarians, old and new alike. '"' Anti-Semitism, which had already 

been prevalent back in Hungary for many yean, continued to be a problem for some of 

the newcomers, as well as for the already established Hungarian Canadians. In Halifax, 

during the eariy days of the 1956 Hungarian migration to Canada, one Canadian 

immigration official was "'greatly perturbed"' that there were apparently a number of 

"'Hebrews7" posing as '-'çenuine Hungarian refugees"','" the absurd implication being 

that Jews could not be 'genuine' Hunganans. Despite the ludicracy of such a 

misunderstanding, the report led the Immigration Branch to alert al1 ports where 

Hungarians were k ing  processed to "'closely examine any doubtful refugees"', 

especially those -"of the Hebrew race"'. '" 

'* fhid 
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A further matter for spiritual concem was the interference of Canadian, that is 

non-Hungarian churches, the administrators of which felt that once the Hungarian 

immigrants had learned English, they should stop attending "language" churches, and 

instead merge and assimilate with g~regular" churches.'"' The United Church of Canada 

was one such institution which expressed these concems, speci fically singling the 

Hungarian immigrants out. The leaders of the United Church felt that the problem with 

the new Hungarian Canadians was that they were reluctant to adopt "wholeheartedly a 

way of religious life and wonhip different in so many aspects from their own traditional 

7 ,  146 experiences and practices . Interestingly, the Chronological Roll of the First 

Hungarian Presbyterian Church of Toronto contains a record of congregation members 

bblost" to *-English" churches, which is a certain indicator of acculturation. 14' 

There was another reason for apprehension amongst the spiritual factions of 

Toronto. Five days after the initial revoit of October 23rd, on a flyer entitled 

by an unidentified author: 

1 do not know whether we have to come together with joy or 
sadness. We know not the present and l e s  the future. We 
hnow last Tuesday Hungarian university students corn menced 
the revolt. We know that a victory has been won . . . these 
[students] were young men raised for 1 1 years in a Godless 
atmosphere. It is particularly interesting to note that even 
those who were raised in a Godless education see no future in 
the present political situation. We see the Hungarian army 
spl i t in two - one ha1 f ~odless.  ''" 

.. . - . - 
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Not only was this M e r  reason for the Hungarians to hate and resent Soviet rule, but this 

"Godless" group of Hungarians were also seen as a cause for concern by the many god- 

feanng members of Toronto3 Hunganan community. 

R e  arriva1 of thousands of Hungarians in 1956-57 also created political tensions 

and fean arnongst many Canadians. There was an expressed concem that, arnongst the 

large group which had escaped from Hungary, there might be some full-fledged, card- 

carrying communists, who could 'contaminate' the other escapees, as well as other 

Canadians."' There were also political divisions between the Hungarians, both newly 

arrived and already established. Some of the latter were stili ardent socialists. while most 

of the former were enarnoured with the free and unrestrained new democracy.15" 

Reverend Charles Steinmetz of Toronto had written many letten of 

recommendation for Hungarian Canadians applying for work in Canada. Ofleen the 

ietten stressed that the Hungarians being recommended for jobs were politically 

"Democrats", and certainly noi "extremists". Such was the case in a character letter for a 

Mr. Zoltan Merszei who was applymg to Dow Chernical of Canada, Limitrd for 

ernployment. Interestingly, by 1979 Mr-Merszei had becorne President of Dow 

Chernical's head office in the United States. 15' 

Rather than providing support for the Hungarian Left in Canada, however, a direct 

result of the events of November of 1956, and the flood of Hungarian refugees to Canada 

which followed, was a decrease in the number of Hungarian leftists in Canada. One 

source had Hungarian-Canadian oficials estirnating a 50% loss of membership from the 

- - - 
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Hungarian-Canadian Communist rnovement, due to the failed Hungarian Revolution, and 

the subsequent vicious response by the Soviets.''' Previously, the main division within 

the Hungarian community of Toronto had been between conservative and religious 

organizations on the one side, and the lefiists on the other. With the latter group 

weakened, the Hungarian community benefited From the gain in numben, and together 

its members rallied around the sarne cause, namely creating a warm welcome for their 

brothen and sisters who soon arrived by the thousands. 

By January 17th, 1958, the total movement of Hunganans into Canada had k e n  

some 37,500 people. Only 7,671 Hungarians, or roughly one-fifth of the refugees, were 

still receiving sovernment assistance. 'j3 This figure is fairly low, considering that almost 

al1 who had escaped Hungary had only the clothes on their backs and five dollars in their 

pockets, which they had received upon amval. Thus the new Canadians were certainly 

not a drain on the rest of society; quite to the contrary, they were quickly integrated, and 

became productive members of their communities, as was evidenced by their often 

immediate attainment of employrnent. 

The Hungarians who amved in Canada during 1956-57 desired nothing more 

initially than to gain employrnent and become self-sufficient. As was previously 

mentioned, there was an over-representation of professional and skilled technical 

worken in  the pst-war Hungarîan immigrant group, particularly when cornpared to pre- 

war and Canadian-born Hungarian Canadians. There were also far fewer farmers and 

agricultural labourers. 15' Unfortunately for the educated Hungarian immigrants, jobs in 

152 Papp, "Flight and Settlement . . ." 63. 
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Canada were fewer and more specialized than in ~ u n ~ a r y . ' ~ ~  Often exarninations had to 

be passed and re-training undertaken, while otherwise knowledgeable and qualifieci 

Hungarians necessarily had to work in un-related fields to suMve until they could once 

again, if at all, earn their living at what they were trained for back in Hungary. As one 

,, 156 individual noted: '-we took any work we could because of our language problems . So 

it was that one of the Hungarians interviewed, who had been a Chef Civil Engineer back 

in Hungary, found it necessary to work for his first two years in Canada in a foundry, and 

then as a janitor in a hospital, while he improved his English, until he was able to find 

work at the lowest level of an engineering firm, tracing other's drawings, for a very low 

salaiy. He then worked his way quickly through the rads,  as his skills were undeniable, 

and eventually he became the president and owner of the firm. l j 7  

Many professions and trades in Canada were closinç their ranks to certain 

immigrants, or else paying them far less than others. Many of the Hungarian immigrants 

of this time periocî, therefore, could not practice their previous professions or trades, and 

thus they expressed great dissatisfaction with the Canadian job market.'jx One such 

individual, a bricklayer back in Hungary, had managed to find work on his first day in 

Toronto practising his leamed trade. He quit that ve- same day, however, when he 

discovered that he was to be paid forty cents an hour, while other newly hired 

bricklayers, who were not Hungarians, were receiving three times that amount for exactly 

the same work. His lack of English had been his Portuguese foreman's justification for 
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the low pay, dthough other non-Hungarian worken also spoke little or no English, and 

that did not in fact affect their ability to do the job. That particular Hungarian individual 

never again worked as a bricklayer; instead, he laboured in various shipping and 

receiving jobs until his retirement.'59 

By 196 1, 32.4% of Hungarian males in Toronto were employed in 'white collar' 

jobs, while 66.7% had 'blue collar'  position^.'^ In fact. as of 196 1, 6,774 Hungarian 

males were a part of Metropolitan Toronto's labour force: 38.2% were 'craftsman' and 

-production workers', and a slightly over-represented 13.6%, in tems of the total 

working population of Toronto, were in 'professional' and 'technical' jobs. At the same 

time, 3,183 Hungarian women were working in Metropolitan Toronto, 34.7% of whom 

were in .service and recreation', and 25.5% who held bclerical' positions.16' 

Not al1 of the Hunganan immigrants, however, were able to quickly secure 

employment. Along with Italian and Polish immigrants, Hungarians were amongst the 

highest proportions of immigrants seeking employment in the period fiorn 1 956- 196 1.  

As Warren Kalbach evidenced, however, the disruptive effects of the revolution in 

Hungary had more to do with this statistic for the Hungarïans, than did the low 

educational and ski11 levels of the other groups, with similarly high proportions of 

~nernployed.'~' II was likely still too soon after the whole shock of escaping fiom their 

hornelanâ, and trying to establish themselves in a strange countiy, for some of the 
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Hungarians to find jobs straight away. By March of 1960, however, there were only six 

farnilies from the 1956-57 Hungarian immigrants who remained on the welfare rolls. 163 

In a 1957 study of fi@-three Hwigarian immigrants in Montreai, it was found that 

only two were employed in the same type of work that they had done in Hungary. None 

had k e n  unemployed in Hungary, yet nineteen did not have jobs in Canada. This 

might in fact have been too soon after their arriva1 in Canada for this to have been a 

meaninghil study. And yet within the group interviewed for the present study, all those 

who were of working age were able to find ernployment ahos t  irnmediately upon arrivai 

in Toronto, although the first job found was not necessarily the same as the one left in 

Hungary; in fact with oniy three of the subjects was this the case. The aforementioned 

bricklayer was one such individual: another's husband, who had been an engineer with 

the Hungarian amy, fond work as a civil engineer with the City of Etobicoke afier only 

a month in Canada; and another individuai's father gained employment as an engineering 

consultant only one week after amking in a or ont o.'^^ Also, of the 1956-57 wave of 

Hungarian immigrants, there were a '-significant" number of artists, writers, and 

technicians who managed to gain ernployment with the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation. "* 

Despite the fact that many of those aniving in Canada in 1956-57 from Hungary 

were highly qualified and prepared to work, they nevertheless were faced with the 

dificulty of the language bamer. Reverend Charles Steinrnetz of Toronto was one 
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individual, amongst many, who was actively involved in helping Hungarian immigrants 

to finci work; the language issue proved to be a stumbling block for his efforts. One of 

his requests for work for a Mr. Lucz, newly amved in Canada, received the following 

typical reply: 

we regret that it will not be possible to give Mr. Lucz 
employment in this office. Mr. Lucz bas undoubtedly 
qualifications suitable to our work but lack of the 
Engiish language will make it extremely dificult for 
us to make use of his services. '" 

This negative response was from a consulhng engineer firm which did, however, send 

Reverend Steinmetz a cheque for fi& dollars in order to help Mr. Lucz out in any way 

saw fit. l b X  

the 

t he 

Of al1 the ethnic test groups that O'Bryan studied, Hungarians were by far the 

least womed about 'Decreased Use of Ethnic Language', with only 3.2% of those 

interviewed considering decreasing language use to be -very senous'. The average of 

all the 0 t h  goups for the çame question was 12.5%. The other groups in 0'Bryan7s 

study were Chinese, Dutch, German, Greek, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Scandinavian, 

and Ukrainian immigrants. 17' Of the Hunganan Canadians in Toronto in 1 960, roughly 

20% were 'fluent' in English. Only 5% had - M e  or no Engiish', whereas 16% of 

Ukrainians, 56% of Italians, and 2% of Germans spoke little or no Engfish. 17' By 1971, 

only 7.5% of second-generation Hungarian Canadians were 'fluent' in Hunganan, and no 
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third-generation members of O'Bryan's sample group could daim even some knowledge 

of the Hungarim language. '73 

Naturally, the language barrier was one of the main obstacles for the Hungarians 

in their chosen new home. Very few had any knowledge of English before they arrived 

in Cana& as their knowledge of other languages was restncted almost exclusively to 

Russian, which was a required course in the curriculum of schools in Hungary at that 

time.'74 Many of the Hungarian immigrants of 1956-57, who remained in the Hunganan 

community of Toronto for their first few years in Canada, had no need to leam English 

quickly, as al1 their needs could be taken care of through interaction with other 

Hungarians. For example, one individual who was interviewed was fortunate enough to 

find work with the Hungarian church straight away, and thus had no need to speak 

English, as she was surrounded by fellow Hunganans every day."' 

The difficulty and lack of leaming English is evident in the speech of those 

interviewed. With the exception of the two youngest mernbers of the group, who were 

only four and eight years old when they amved in Toronto, everyone interviewed had at 

least a perceptible accent, and generally displayed dificulty with some English concepts 

and words, feeiing more comfortable in those instances to revert to Hungarian. 

Interestingly, however, almost every member of the group i n t e ~ e w e d  desired to conduct 

the interview in English, with only the occasional foray into Hungarian. "" 

in O'Bryan, 46. 
174 Interviews with B.P., F.B., and others. 
175 Interview with J.G. 
1 76 This may have been due to the interviewees perception of the interviewers weaker communication skills 
in Hungarian, or it may have been due to a certain pride and effort of the interviewe to show that hdshe 
had indeed become a part of Canadian society. 



Three of the individuals interviewed were fortunate enough to have escaped to 

England first, before finally arriving in their chosen destination of Canada. Thus they 

were exposed to the English language long before some of their Hungarian counterparts 

who had escaped to Austria, Yugoslavia, or elsewhere, before k ing  able to cal1 Toronto 

their new home. Such early exposure to English, however, did not guarantee those 

individuals an advanced knowledge of the language in the years to follow, once they 

becarne entrenched in the growing Hungarian community of T ~ r o n t o . ' ~ ~  One of the 

Hungarians, for example, who had made her way to England with her family, had k e n  

sponsored by an English doctor and his family, who "went out of their way to make life 

happy and easy'? for their new Hungarian guests. The British farnily taught the 

Hungarians a little bit of English every day. Furthennore, the doctor also arranged for 

them to sit in on classes at the local schoolhouse. Yet once they amved in Toronto, the 

mother of the farnily received work in the Hungarïan comrnunity, and they spoke only 

Hungarian at home. After a while, therefore, she had to re-leam the English which she 

had so quickly forgootten. 17' 

As for the other two individuals interviewed who had also lived in England for a 

short while, the younpr was still of school age, and was therefore able to finish her 

schooling in Toronto: thus her English improved steadily. '79 The elder, however, found 

work in a factory shortly after aniving in Toronto, where a variety of other immigrants 

were also employed. Her English thus suffered, for, as she expressed: "we were a bunch 

177 Interviews with J.G., H.C., and F.L. 
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of immigrants, none of us knew each other's languase, and none of us spoke English too 

well, so we leamed bad English togetherw'. ''(' 

With regards to the H u n g ~ a n  women, author Janet Mancini Billson noted that it 

had always k e n  doubly hard for ethnic wornen to establish an equal status position for 

themselves, with men and with other wornen within Canadian society, due to the 

cornbined prejudice against their race and gender.l" Gender inequality was already 

prevalent back in Hungary, therefore, with the sudden move to Canada, and with their 

smaller nurnbers, the Hungarian-Canadian women were faced with a very dificult uphill 

smggle. One of the Hungarian women interviewed for the present study experienced 

just such a battie. While working during the day, she attended an industrial drafiing 

school at night. She was the oniy woman in the entire school, and her English was still 

very weak. M e n  called upon in the class, the merrwould whistle and jeer at her, and the 

instructor would further belittle her with derogatory comments about her ethnic 

background. He even went so Far, one time, as to ask her why she did not just drop out of 

the school and take up modelling, sornething for which she was more suited. While not 

enjoying the course at all, she persevered, and finished third in her class, in spite of, and 

to spite, al1 the others. 18' 

Many of the Hunganan women who came with their husbands and families did 

not venture out into the general population fiequently, but rather stayed in the home, just 

as they had back in Hungary, continuing to rely on their spouse to provide for them. 

Learning English was not a priority for those women, as often their only contacts were 

'" Interview with F.L. 
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with their husbands and a few HungarianCanadian fnends. What English they did learn 

was often picked up fiom the television or radio. Support b r  this was provided by al1 but 

one of the women interviewed who had corne to Canada with their husbands. One of the 

women, who is well into her sixties, still has a weak gray of the English language; yet 

she continues to follow the day-time soap operas which had k e n  her initial introduction 

to English, as well as her &ily tutor ever since her arrivai.'*' 

By 196 1, the percentage of Hungarian wives in the labour force had doubled for 

pst-war immigrants to 46%.lW By 1966, 60% of HungananCanadian wives were 

employed in wage labour, either full- or part-tirne.'" 5 o s e  women were playing an 

active role in providing for their families, and creating a better life for them in their new 

home. The motive given by many of the working women interviewed, whether or not 

they actually liked their jobs, was so that one day they could help to purchase a house,la 

still then very much a symbol of having 'made it' in Canada, not jus for Hungarians, but 

for society in general. Thus, by the Iate 1950s and early 1960s, Hungarian-Canadian 

wives were quickly becoming just as integrated as their husband~.'~~ Integration for the 

newly amved immigrant women did not, however, necessarily entai1 just finding a job. 

For example, the 'Miss Ontario 1962' pageant was won by a Hungarian woman, who had 

amved in Canada only five yean pnor to winning the crown.'" 

1213 InteMews with J.G.. F.L., B.T., and others. 
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Unlike other ethnic communities, which "pressed their claims to social 

prominence"1x9 in the 1960s, Hungarian Canadians seemed more willing to quietly 

acculturate. Most were recently amved, and were happy simply to have escaped 

Hungary with their lives. Canadian communities were ready to receive them, and the 

Hungarians in him were prepared to work hard and becorne productive mernben of their 

new home. Many applied for Canadian citizenship immediately, fully appreciating the 

fieedom offered them in their new country.1M Language barriers were overcome, 

Hungarian women gained certain mesures of equality, and the 36ers in Toronto as a 

whole were easily and willingly integrated into Canadian society. This was evidenced in 

part by their desire to find work immediately, leam the language, and ofien. as with some 

of those interviewed for the present study, anglicizing their names. That did not mean, 

however, that they were willing to give up al1 that was Hungarian. 

1119 Schultz, 202-03. 
190 Grygier & Spencer, 1 8. 



5 Cultural Retention 
and Contribution 

Before the goup of 1956-57 amved, Toronto's Hungarian-Canadian community 

had been increasingly fragmented, socially and religiously. ft was, for the most part, 

being held together only by kinship ties and identities of shared regions of ongin in 

Hungary. There was evidence, however, of a desire to rnaintain some iinity within the 

Hungarian-Canadian community. ' The influx of thousands of Hungarians into Toronto's 

Hunganan-Canadian community, following the cmhing retum of the Soviets in 

November of 1956, was crucial to re-estabiishing and strengthening that unity. 

Hungatian immigrants, as individuals. could not bring with them the entirety of 

Hungarian culture; rather they could only transfer the localized segments that they knew 

fiom their own villages, towns, or cities, as well as their particular familial and social 

class expenences. What was transposed by each individual to the new community in 

Toronto could not really be considered an entirely cornpiete and accurate example of 

Hungarian culture.' Considering the large numben of the 1956-57 group, however, there 

was enough divenity so that the cultural transfer into the existing Hungarian community 

of Toronto was as close as possible to being an accurate reflection of culture in Hungary 

at that time. 

' Kirdy, 4 13- 14. See also Kosa. 
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In 1958, a booklet of the intermtionul I*'cidera~ron of- Free Journaiists made the 

point that the Hungarians who had fled from their homes in 1956-57 had not abandoned 

their countq, rather their countiy had abandoned them.' Thus they were resolved to 

create a new and better life for themselves in Cana&, taking advantage of al1 the 

opportunities offered them in a liberal democracy. One of the individuals in te~ewed  

stated that he felt obligated to take advantage of the fieedom offered in Canada, &er 

having lived in a state of constant fear of govemrnent intervention back in Iiungary.'' 

The arriva1 of the '56en helped to enhance Hunganan culture in the cities, and 

they also, on the whole, boosted the image of Hungarian Canadians to the rest of Canada. 

Increased ethnic awareness and pride continued in the years after the revolution as well. 

In fact, the 1961 Canadian census showed an increase in the size of the Hungarian- 

Canadian population greater than that warranted by immigration and natural population 

g~owth? The population of Hungarian Canadians increased by 65,760 people from 195 1-  

1961 : immigration, however, accounted for an increase of only 42,000: the remaining 

23,760 were not likely to have al1 been boni in that short time, but instead were the result 

of increasing numbers identifjmg themselves as ~un~arians.' Apparently many 

Hungarian Canadians who had previously, for whatever reasons, rejected their heritage, 

chose to re-adopt their Hungarian origin after the events of 1956 re-invigorated the 

Hungarian community as a whole. 

3 Booklet found in the Balint's Papen. 
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Afier 1956, the leadership of Hungarian institutions often passed into the hands of 

the refugees of the Revolution. The Toronto Hungarian Houe was one such example. 

The House was founded at 345 College Avenue by Hungarian immigrants who arrived in 

Toronto afler the First World War. The Toronto Hungarian H o w  was instrumental in 

assisting with pst-Second Worid War relief, by shipping parcels of shoes, clothing, food, 

and **rnany other necessities of life" to ~ u n ~ a r y . '  With the flood of the recently arrived 

Hungarians in 1956-57, the need to accommodate much larger numbers was recognized. 

The existing House was, therefore, either to be expanded or moved altogether. 

Eventually, the House was sold and a massive building, with 50,000 square feet of floor 

space, was purchased in 1974 at 840 St-Clair Avenue ~est."he name of the Hungaiïan 

House changed with the move, to become the Hungarian-Canadian Cultural Centre - 

Hungarian House. It has corne to be recognized as the centre of the North Amencan 

Hunganan population. As historian Susan Papp noteci, the Cultural Centre "is a symbol 

of an even greater accomplishment ... as it represents the combined effort of three waves 

of Hunganan immigrants".' The intenvar immigrants built the foundations of the Centre: 

the pst-Revolution immigrants brought it to fmition. Leslie Endes, who had amved in 

Canada in March of 1957, at the age of thirty-two, becarne president of the original 

Hungarian House in 1973, and he was instrumental in its expan~ion.'~ 

Steinmetr Papers, MU 95 19.05; Steirunetz's Papers contain the Febniary 3rd. 1947 shipping manifest of 
the S.S. Makedonia, en-route to the Hungarian Red Cross in Budapest, listing clothing, canned goods, 
Pablum, vitamins. and penicillin, totaling 97,539 Ibs. with a value of Mt.532.26: MU 95 19.19. 
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The Hungarian House has been the venue for a wide variety of activities, events, 

and general meetings for Hungarians since its inception. Dances, banquets, concerts, 

weddings, and other cultural displays have been enjoyed by thousands of Hungarian- 

Canadians, as well as non-Hungarians alike, including almost every penon interviewed 

for the present study. One of the women interviewed fondly remembers attending 

dinners and dances almost every weekend, until eventually manying and moving further 

away fiom the Hungarian House. ' '  Even the author of the present study can recall seeing 

many a Hungarian movie, at a very young age, and leaming about the battles and the 

history of the Magyars in the small, dark theatre of the Cultural Centre. The Centre also 

houses an extensive library, which was begun with the donated works of Dr. J h o s  

Halasz, after whom the library is named, and whose collection has been increased by 

other works donated by various comrnunity members. " 

Concerning the literary output of the Hungarians in Canada, there have been 

twenty-four Hungarian publications of note in Canada at one time or another. Four of 

them were established between 1945 and 19%; the other nineteen were founded since 

1956. As George Bisztray, university professor and literary expert argued, this latter 

figure "seems to corroborate that the 1956 refùgees possessed a more intensive and 

diversified interest in world affain and culture than did the pst-war immigrants". '" 
Nineteen fi@-six was a tuming point in the development of Hungarian-Canadian 

literature. Ln the early 1950s, there were some pst-war writen who were producing fine 

works; the '56ers, however, really provided the necessary numben and output, as well as 

I I  Interview with F.L. 
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their unique perspectives and experiences, for what has been referred to as the 

%eginnings of Hungarian literature pur ercellericr". l J  The literary differences between 

the Displaced Persons, or DPs, of the Second World War, and the 1956 escapees were, in 

many ways, complementary to each other. The richness of the total literary output of the 

1950s thus led professor Biszîray to refer to that decade as the starting point for the 

categorization of Hungarian-Canadian literature. l 5  

As Hungarians arriving in 1956-57 became dissatisfied with the existing social 

organizations, they sought to expand and improve them, or to create new ones." Thus 

professional societies, such as the Hungarian Canadian Engineers' Association, were 

expanded. In 1959, the Toronto and Montreal chapters of the Canadian Hungarian 

Engineer's Association united. The World Federation of Hungarian Engineers and 

Architects, incorporated in 1965, now has its headquarten in Toronto.'' One engineer, 

who arrived in Toronto in 1957, sought the support of the Association; however, the 

assistance they gave him at that time was in the form of simple advice: "read the paper - 

it will help with your English, and then you can look in the back for jobs". '' Needess to 

Say, he was less than impressed with what the Association was able to do for him. 

The Freedom Fighters Federation of Canada (FFF) was organized in Toronto, by 

mernbers of the 1956-57 group. Their goal was to keep alive the spint and ideal of the 

Revolution. In 1966, the tenth anniversary of the Hungarian Revolution, the FFF, along 

with the HCF, was responsible for the erection of the Freedorn Monument in Wells Hill 

" George B isztray. Htî~~garian Cadiriuz Lirerame (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 98 7) 1 5 .  
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Park, which was then re-narned Budapest Park, on the shores of Lake Ontario, just south- 

west of the Canadian National Exposition grounds. '" Socio-political organizations 

increased in size and numbers with the arriva1 of the ? 56ers. The only one of the latter 

which has survived until the present time, however, is the Freedom Fighters of Canada, 

now a member of the World Federation of Freedom Fighters. 

With their enthusiasm and sheer numbers, the newly amved Hungarians 

revitalized existing cultural institutions, as well as creating new ones. In 1952, the 

Helicon Society of Toronto had been founded, in order to -"preserve, explain, and 

promote the thousand-year-old cultural and historical heritage of the Hungarian 

nation7"." The Helicon Youth Association was formed in 1958 by the members of the 

Helicon Society, as an extension of the original society, to accommodate the amval of so 

many young Hungarians. 50th branches have presented lectures, theahcal and musical 

performances, and promoted sports amongst the Hungarian youth. They both have also 

organized social events, the rnainstay of which has been the annual mid-winter Helicon 

Bal 1. Hunganan history. literature. and language courses, taught at secondary SC ho01 

level, have been sponsored by the Helicon Society and Youth Association, using 

proceeds from their successful ~al l . "  The Hungarian Scouts Association played an 

important role in the efforts to retain heritage and language as well. Knowledge of 

Hungarian was mandatory for the members, and advancement through the ranks was 

based partially on exams which tested knowledge of Hungarian history, literature, and 

19 Papp, "Flight and Settlement . . ." 70. 
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language." Neither of the two individuals inte~ewed for the present study, who were 

young enough to do so, participated in the aforementioned youîh associations, as their 

families quickly established thernselves outside of the Hungarian ~ornrnunit~.'~ 

Scholarly institutions were also created to help stem the loss of cultural identity. 

There has not, therefore, k e n  a complete loss of the language, as churches and clubs 

provided, and still do provide, Hungarian language instruction. The St. Elizabeth Roman 

Catholic Church is one such institution which continues to offer Hungarian instruction; 

so too did the Janos Arany school at the Hungarian-Canadian Cultural centre." The 

Helicon Society has also tried to maintain some Hungarian credit night courses in 

Toronto, begiming as early as 1956 when the Cornmittee for Hungarian Credit Courses 

was formed at the Central High School of ~ommerce." The courses, however, have 

been dependent on enro~rnent.'~ Other intellectual organizations which arose fiom the 

efforts of the %ers included the Sandor Korosi Csoma Circle of Toronto, formed to 

provide a forum for those interested in the ongins of the Hungarian nation, and the 

Canadian Hungarian Author's Association, which was formed to unite Canadian authors 

who wrote mostly in ~un~anan . "  These efforts culminated in the establishment of 

Hungarian studies programs in Canadian universities, with the Chair being established at 

the University of Toronto in the l970s.'' 
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Toronto wi tnessed a veritable renaissance of Hungan'an culture in the years 

following the failed revolution in Hungary, and not just the Hungarian community, but 

the c i p  as a whole, prospered culturally fiom the arrival of the escaped Hungarians. 

Artistically, groups and organizations were also thriving due to the mass arrival of 

Hungarïans. Hungarian choirs, dance ensembles, and theatre groups al1 benefited fiom 

the influx of the enthusiastic newcorners to   or ont o.'^ As was previously mentioned, 

non-Hungarians who were interviewed for the present study, who had lived in Toronto in 

1956-57, agreed that the amval of the thousands of Hungarians delivered a new cultural 

Iife to the city." 

The 1956-57 wave of Hungarian immigrants to Toronto "rapidly altered the 

nature of the Hungarian cultural presence" of the city. The newcomers were excited 

about the novel technological conveniences of North Amencan life, and they were 

enamoured with the fieedom of the liberal Canadian democracy; but they also longed for 

the theatre and opera of Hungary, and the Hungarian literature, art, music, and dance. 

They were not willing to pive up those aspects of their culture, and '-they therefore set out 

to recreate what they had missed from their past".'l 

in 1957. the Toronto Cornedy Theatre was founded by Sandor Kertész, one of the 

refugees of the Revolution, only three months after his amval in Canada. His theatre was 

fulfilling a need, according to Kertész, by providing an outlet for the many Hungarian 

actors and actresses in Toronto, who were struggling at their menial labour jobs during 

" Dreisziger, Stmggfe and Hope 2 1 0- 12. 
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the day.'' The name of the theatre was changed to the Toronto Art Theatre in the 1960s. 

In 1962, another refugee, Istvzin Palotay, founded the Toronto Chamber Theatre. 

Palotay's theatre ran performances of more serious dramas than did Kertész's. In 

addition to plays, these theatres also featured poetry readings, short dramatic sketches, 

and other -'non-theatrical" stage event~. '~ The Charnber Theatre, unfortunately, enjoyed 

only a short-lived run in Toronto. Traditional Hungarian music and dance was also 

transposed to the New World. This was not the Romanian gypsy music and dance, which 

is so oflen associated with Hungary by foreigners. Rather, the works of great Hungarian 

cornposers such as Ferenc Liszt, Béla Bartok, and Zoltan Kodaly, were kept alive, as was 

a love of traditional Hungarian folk dance and co~turne.'~ Even one of the most 

acculturated of the individuals interviewed maintains a passionate love for the unique 

beauty of Hungarian music and dance, despite having gwen up almost everything else 

.~un~arian'." 

In 1960, George Zaduban, another of the 1956-57 immigrants, fonned the Zoltan 

Kodaly Male Choir, with twenty-five men. One year later, the name had been changed to 

the Kodaly Ensemble, and had grown to include a thirty piece orchestra, and a twenty- 

five member children's choir. In 1967, a female choir and a folk dance group were 

added; and so by 1972, just twelve years afier its inception, the Kodily Ensemble 

consisted of 130 rnembers. The Ensemble has performed intemationally, to grcat 

. - 
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acclaim, and continues to be the pride of Toronto's Hungarian-Canadian community, 

performing regularly in the annual Toronto Caravan festival.j6 

Apart fiom the liveiy and colourful music, dance, and theatre that the Hungarians 

contributed to their community, and to the city of Toronto, many other facets of their 

culture were also transposed from their homeland to their new home, not the least 

important o f  which k ing  their culinary expertise. As was previously rnentioned the few 

Hungarians living in Toronto during the interwar period had few, if any, opportunities to 

enjoy "good home cooking-'. With the fmt Hunganan boarding house of the late 1920s 

came the first chance to consistently eat the food that the Hungan'ans were so accustomed 

to, and which they so loved. Even then, however, the ingredients were purchased fiom a 

local Jewish butcher, as there were no Hungarian butchers or produce stores yet; the 

woman running the boarding house could therefore only simulate the traditionai meals of 

her native land as closely as possible.37 

With the amval of the '56ers came the demand for, and the resuitant opening of 

more restaurants, produce stores, butcher shops, and bakeries, some opened by the newly 

amved immigrants themselves, which could cater to their çastronomic needs. As an 

exarnple. one Hungarian living in Toronto at the tirne compIained about not being able to 

purchase any decent bread; al1 he could find was what he referred to as "cotton bread, 

just plain white bread. Only with the opening of a Hungan'an bakery was he then able to 

satisb his craving for "good rye bread? 

Bimray. ' Y M N l a l  . . ." 73. 
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The Hungarians of 1956-57 also brought with them their love of coffee-houses, 

which had been a part of the culture since Stephen Széchenyi first opened the Casino 

Club in Pest in the mid-19th c e n t ~ r y ' ~  The coffee-houses opened in Toronto by the 

Hungarians after 1956 were the fint to also have live music and dancing. Other non- 

Hungarians, but usually still European descendants, would fiequent the Hunganan clubs; 

as with the Casino Club a century before, a11 were welcome. In fact, one Italian 

immigrant, who spent much of his time in the Hungarian club, had his family in Italy ship 

him out an espresso machine, which he then gave to the club. As far as one of the 

fiequenten of the club could recall, that was 

  or ont o. '" 
The Hungarians of the 1956-57 immigrant 

ikely the first espresso machine in 

group brought with them some other 

traits which they were not willing to easily give up. Though some of these affections 

were perhaps somewhat hvolous, they were neveriheless important to the Hungarians. 

One such example was the playing of car& in public, which was not allowed at that time 

in the city of Toronto. Other deviations from the societal nom included congregating in 

groups on the street to socialize. As one individual recalled, whenever a g o u p  of four or 

more hends would meet and stop to chat, the police would break them up and keep them 

moving along.'" 

Other examples of Canadian social restrictions which were foreign to the 

Hungarians included taking off one's shirt in public, and drinking alcohol outside. One 

39 George Barany, Stephen Srt'chertyi and the A w h n i r ~ g  of Hiclrpriun Nariorialism. 1 79 1 - i 841 (New 
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individual recalled enjoying a cold beer on a hot aftemoon in the backyard of his uncle's 

house when the police arrive& having been sumrnoned by a nosy neighbour. Although 

they were only told to go inside, the experience was quite unnerving, as a f e a  months 

earlier, when they were back in Hungary, a visit from the police would have been a cause 

for great concem indeed." Also forbidden at that time in Toronto, and yet taken for 

granted by the Hungarian immigrants, was the wearing of bikinis and 5peedoes' at the 

public beaches."' Upon her fint visit to the beaches of Toronto, one of the newly amved 

Hungarians was told to either put some clothes on or leave, as she was wearing a bikini 

which was considered obscene by the oficials at the beach." 

More than any other factor, the increase in numben of Hungarian Canadians was 

the most influential impetus for the community's re-birth. Hungarian businesses were 

strengthened, as they were provided with more patrons. More memben were provided 

for the churches, and churches also increased in numbers. And the effectiveness of the 

Hunganan media was given a rnuch welcomed boost. as  the growth of the Hungarian 

community of Toronto created a larger market, for which new and old Hungarian 

publications had to compete." In fact, the publication hfagvur &et (Hunguriun Lrfr)  

moved its headquarters from Buenos Aires to Toronto during this time, and since 1957 

has continued to be "the largest independent Canadian weekly in the Hungarian 

42 Interview with J.L. 
" From the recollections oFT.L., and confirmeci by others. inciuding F.L 
44 Interview with F.L. 
4s Kirdy, 4 19. 



language", published regularly by Reform-Hungaria Service, Inc., with its offices on 

Sheppard Avenue in North ~ o r k . ' ' ~  

The Hungarians also received main-stream media exposure. Not only had the 

Hungarian Freedom Fighter been fime magazine's "Man of the Y ear7', but the Canadian 

media also took notice of the suddenly numerous Hungarians in the country's midst, and 

the incredible events of the Revolution were not the sole focus. On September 3rd, 1959, 

the CBC telecast a lengthy program of Hungarian songs and dances. This had been the 

Hungarian Canadian's first appearance in such a public forum.'" 

The Hungarian population of Toronto has steadily decreased since 1957, in 

proportion to the Canadian population as a whole. Although there remains interest in the 

language and the heritage of Hungary, as kept alive by parents, grandparents, and some of 

the remaining institutions, generally the children and grandchildren of those who arived 

on these shores in 1956-57 rarely speak or understand the Hungarian language, and it 

appean as if Hungarian culture is slowly disappeanng frorn Toronto as the '56ers pass 

on. 

Various butcher shops, bookstores, and restaurants within the Hunganan corridor 

along Bloor Street have closed their doors in the past few years. The poor econornic 

climate of the recent decade has certainly been a factor in the demise of such businesses, 

but the fact remains that there are fewer outlets for Hungarian culture in the city of 

Toronto. The Hungarian Revolution of 1956, and the subsequent flood of Hungarians to 

Canada and Toronto, was 'ïhe most important event in the history of Canada's Hungarian 

" Dreiuiger, Smggk at~d Hop 2 12; and from the internet, where Magpw Lkt is also now available @ 
http:/hww. mediarange.com/media/tiuncor/organ~magyaraYhunlife. htm 
47 Bisztray. "Culturai . ." 76. 



comrnunity"." It appears then that another such influx of Hungarians would be 

necessary to renew the fading Hungarian identity within Metroplitan Toronto. 

Keeping Hungarian culture alive in Toronto is certainly a worthwhile pursuit, not 

only for the Hungarian community, but for the city in general. To borrow the succinct 

words of professor Bisztray once again: 

Hungarians have attempted in many ways to offer to 
the multicultural mosaic of their adopted homeland 
the very best of their traditions . . . there are few 
areas of Canadian cultural life in which individual 
Hungarians have not left their mark.4' 

The Hungarians who escaped from the oppressive Stalinist régime of their native 

Hungary in 1956-57, and then chose Toronto as their new home, were considered by 

many. Hungarian and non-Hungarian alike, to have made a valuable economic and 

cultural contribution to the vibrant city that Toronto has become. 

UI Dreisziger, Sm~ggie onci Hope 203. 
49 Bisztray, "Cultural . . ." 76. 



Concluding Summary 

The Magyar people, since their first forays into Europe 1,000 years ago, have led 

a tumultuous existence, punctuated by centuries of oppressive foreign domination. 

Throughout their history, the Hungarians have integrated their lives into societies far 

different fiom their own, and their subordination has bred insecurity and feelings of 

inferiority. Despite thai, or perhaps because of it, the Hungarians have clung to the one 

constant that has been theirs through it al1 - their cultural heritage. 

With Stalin's Cornmunist régime, which took hold of Hungary following the 

Second World War, came arguably the most oppressive of the periods of foreign nile. So 

it was that the fmstrated Hungarians, led by students and workers, revolted against their 

Soviet nilers. The revolution, however, was quickly crushed, and many thousands of 

Hungarians Red their native land, in fear for their lives. Although they did not al1 mean 

to leave permanently, some 40,000 eventually found their way to Canada, and 

approximately 8,700 of those made Toronto their new home. 

Initially, for those who escaped to Canada, the feeling of not fitting in or 

belonging in their new country, coupled with the feeling of no longer belonging to their 

native land, created a terrible sense of a lack of identity. That identity was restored for 

the Hungarian immigrants by eventually embracing the freedom of the New World, and 

not resisting acculturation, yet al1 the while maintaining their love of and connection to 



things -Hungarian'. The Canadian liberal democracy was heaven for most, when 

compared to the dictatorial rule that they had been accustorned to, and the opportunitles 

of Toronto offered a society and a lifestyle into which the Hungarïans certainly did not 

mind integrating. 

The Canadian govemment, and the people of Canada, Hungarians and non- 

Hungarians alike, generally eased the transition of the refugees into Canadian society, 

and so they were quickiy, and fairly easily, acculturated. lndeed the govemment alone 

could not have accomplished the successful transition of the refugees fiom Europe into 

Canada. Pressure From newspaper editorials. church and ethnic groups, and political 

opposition within Canada al1 helped to persuade a stronger stance on the Hungarian 

situation. The public acceptance of the Hungarian immigrants, and their -4lingness to 

help the Hungarians integrate, was crucial to the success of the Liberal government's 'no 

limits' policy. Canadians did not want to simply see the Hungarians moved From 

Austrian refugee camps into Canadian ones. The hope was that the Hungarians would 

fiI l  gaps in the Canadian economy, and take on jobs where there existed labour 

shortages. ' While readil y integrated, however, the Hungarian immigrants were not 

willinç to abandon certain aspects of their cultural heritage. In Toronto, where the 

largest nurnbers chose to live, Hungarian theatres, community centres, restaurants, book 

stores, and the l ike were established, and existing institutions were strengthened by the 

new arrivais. 

' Dirks, 197-98,203-04. 



As Jack Pickengill, Minister of Citizenship and immigration in 1956, realized: "1 

think we got as fine a group of immigrants as ever came to Canada in the whole of our 

h i ~ t o ~ ' ' . ~  As the Hungarian immigrants of 1956-57 slowly p a s  on, however, it will be 

the task of second- and third-generation Hungarian Canadians to keep alive the 

Hungarian spirit in Toronto, and indeed in Canada. Perhaps in thirty years or so, when 

the last of the '56ers has likely passed on, scholan will be able to better judge their total 

impact and contribution io Canadian society. Hopefùlly at that time, there will still be a 

Hungarian-Canadian community with which to compare the Hungarian-Canadian 

community of pst-Revolution Toronto. 
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Appendix 



. Interview Participants 
(names have been changed) 

Pseudony ms 

M.C. 

M.A. 

B.P. 

H.C. 

F.L. 

L.O. 

T. L. 

C.0. 

J.L. 

F.A. 

J.G. 

B.T. 

M.T. 

K.U. 

Sex 

M 

M 

F 

F 

F 

F 

M 

M 

M 

M 

F 

F 

M 

M 



A3. Interview Questions 

- name; birth-date; birthplace; parent's birthplace 

Life in Hungarv before leaving: 
- education 
- employment 
- religious affiliation 
- political affiliation / involvement (forced or chosen?) 
- class perception 

De par ture : 
-- when*? 
- why? feared for persona1 safety'? 
- ~ O W ?  
- from where? 
- to where? 
- with whom? 
- loved ones lefi behind? 

Anival: 
- area of Canada 1 st landed in 
- route to Toronto 
- overall length of journey 
- why Canada? why Toronto? acquaintances? 

Adaptation: 
- assistance upon anival: immediate: long-tenn 
- support groups 
- perception of Cdn. people; Cdn. gov't; Can./Toronto in general 
- employment secured? comparable to previous positions? 
- education continued? 
- religious & / or poli ticai affiliation / involvement in new home 
- class perception 

Miscel laneous: 
- was initial departure intended to be temporary or permanent? 
- would you go back to live now? 
- did you avoid or embrace assimilation into Cdn. life? 
- will Hung. culture SUM-ve in Cm., or do you anticipate complete 

assimilation? 
- is it important for Hung. culture to survive? (Y, N, doesn't concem you) 
- what have you kept of your heritage? 
- how do you view yoursel f: Hungarian; Canadian; Hungari adcanadian? 
- has overall experience in Can. been a positive or a negative one? 
- other relevant questions 1 opinions that may arise during interviews 
- participant may expand upon any or al1 of the questions if so desired 



A4. Research Consent Form 

As a participant, you will be asked questions regarding certain episodes in your pst ,  as 
well as questions pertaining to your feelings and perceptions connected with those 
episodes. More spcifically, you will be asked about your experiences related to your 
immigration to Canada in 1956-57, following your depamire from Hungary. 

The purpose of these questions is to aid the researcher in his M.A. thesis, which focuses 
specifically on the large group of Hungarians who fled Hungary in 1956-57, and then 
immigrated to Canada, locating themselves in Metropolitan Toronto. 

The information gained in the cumulative interviews will be used both to supplement 
information gained fiom other sources, and to provide primary accounts of the event 
k ing  studied. 

Sorne quotes fiom the participants may be used verbatim in the final research paper; 
however, at no time will any narnes be mentioned, as al1 of the interviews are on a purely 
anonymous basis. Furthemore, the identity of each participant is strictly confidential, 
with no one other than the researcher having access to such information. At no time will 
any infornation offered by any participant be used to implicate them in any way. 

At any time during the interview, which will last no longer than an hour, the participant 
rnay withdraw hisher consent to use any of the information given, and may withdraw 
corn the interview altogether. 

I understand that rny responses will be used to aid in this research, that my identity is to 
be kept strictly confidential, and that 1 am under no risk of any kind. If 1 so choose, I rnay 
include my phone number or address so that the researcher may contact me when the 
work is completed so that I may view the final results o f  rny contributions. 

signed: 

phone k / address (optional): 

researcher: Anthony Kocsis 
(5 19) 837-3679; email - akocsis@uoguelph.ca 

advisor: Dr. Cathy Wilson, Associate Professor 
(5 19) 824-4 120 ext.3204 



AS. Letter of hpproval, History Department Ethics Cornmittee 

COLLEGE OF ARTS 
Department of Hinory 

4 November 1996 

Dear Anthony Kocsis, 

The History De panment's Etliics Corninittee has reviewed y our "Experimental Protocol: 
r\eview of Ethicrd Standards for Lrtil izatiori of 1-luman Subjects" application and approxd  it. A 
copy of your application lias bcsri placed in your file in the history depariment, and one has also 
bcen fonvarded to the Office of the Vice-President of Research. \Ve wish you well uith your 
project. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr Catharine Wilson 
Graduate Coordinator 
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